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Introduction

Introduction
The VentureVoIP Telephone Exchange System is an advanced combination of VoIP/PSTN communication 
technologies to provide a simple to use yet incredibly powerful product with which you can easily satisfy 
customer demands.

History
The Exchanges are a product of many years of development both in house and for customer deployments. 
Initially the Exchanges were designed to meet the needs of VentureVoIP's customers and ConduIT3 PABX 
range.

This meant that there needed to be a system will full fault tolerance, while still providing for 
the full range of features that a client would need in order to run their business in either a 
hosted environment or in combination with CPE (Customer Premises Equipment).

It was felt that the best way to provide this would be to use a cluster of systems, where each would be able 
to operate as part of a whole, but also continue to operate in the expected fashion when totally disconnected 
from other nodes in the network.

Network Architecture
In a VentureVoIP Exchange System, you have a few different components:

• Apache Web Servers
• Asterisk Servers
• MySQL Servers

Because each of these components should be able to function independently from each other, MySQL is 
installed on every machine on the network which allows the machine types to be split into only two:

• Voice Servers
• Database Servers

Even though both types of systems contain MySQL databases, the Database Servers are also usable as 
controllers via the Apache web server.

You can have as many of each type of server as you like, although the most important thing to have more 
than one of is the Voice Servers.

The idea with this is that you distribute the voice servers, and provide customers with two options:

• Connect to all servers at the same time (using ConduIT3 or similar PABX systems)
• Connect to a round-robin DNS address which will provide you with a different server each time

This presents a problem in itself, because if you are able to be registered to any combination of machines at 
the same time, there is no guarantee that you will be connected to the same machine as another person who 
may be trying to call you.  Additionally many telephony providers are unable to send calls that terminate at a 
DID to multiple failover machines.  The result of this is that some DDI numbers will always be routed to a 
particular machine – often one the customer is not connected to.

The solution to this problem is DUNDi. This is a technology built into Asterisk to provide for cached lookups 
across multiple machines.  If somebody on machine A tries to call 6848602 and that user is actually 
registered on machine B, then a DUNDi lookup will be performed (assuming a recent cached lookup is not 
available), and a connection will be made between machines to route the call between the two users.
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Concepts
In this section we'll go over a few of the concepts that are used in the VentureVoIP Telephone Exchange 
systems.  You'll need to be familiar with these concepts if you're administering your system.

Users
When we refer to users in the system, we are normally talking about people who connect to an exchange to 
make or receive phone calls.  This is not only VoIP accounts. Because you can add various different types of 
packages, a user might not even have any internet connection.  For example, you can make packages which 
route land line DDI numbers to a follow me type of service so you can be reached even if it means going to a 
cellphone number.

Devices
In some situations, a device is pretty much the same as a user.  The difference being that a user can add as 
many devices as they like, but they are all still covered by the same account code.  An account code is 
basically what the system uses to determine who should be charged for a call.

One of the main uses of having multiple devices on one user account is for providing hosted PABX solutions. 
If a customer add multiple devices to their account, they can assign speed dial codes to reach each device.  

As an example lets say we have three people who work for the same company, 2 in one location and the 
other in another location.

Let's call the John, Jane and Fred.  John and Jane work in the Dunedin, New Zealand office of the company 
(small company, only 3 staff) and Fred works in London.  Fred likes to travel though so occasionally he 
moves around.

John finds out about the exchange systems and decides to set everyone up. He doesn't want a PABX to do 
this, so he elects to use the hosted option.

He creates an account on the exchange and connects his phone.  He then adds an extra couple of devices 
and sends the connection details to Jane and Fred.

They connect their phones to the system using the registration information provided.  They decide that John 
will be extension 101, Jane will be 102 and Fred will be 103.

Jon adds the speed dial number and they're all set up.

Fred however decides to go on another travel, so disconnects his phone and instead just uses a softphone 
sitting on his laptop.

Providers
A provider is normally another system that you connect to. It can also be used to describe methods of 
connecting to another place.

For example, the providers you have connected to your systems might be “Company A” in Europe, because 
they do good quality to certain regions in Europe because they have actual phone lines.

Another type of provider would be yourself if you have connections to the phone line.

Normally it makes sense to use your own phone lines for connection to local toll free numbers (pretty much 
always).  You'd possibly also want local phone calls to go through these lines.  It's pretty unlikely that you 
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would have the best price/quality for international numbers, so you normally want the system to only use the 
physical connections for international calls if all other providers fail or are of substandard quality.

Rates
Rates are the prices that you have to pay for calling a destination.  These can also be thought of as routes 
because in the VentureVoIP system, each rate is a self contained routing script.

Basically the way that it works is that you will normally be provided an xls spreadsheet or csv file of the 
prices that each company sells destinations for, the name of the destination, and the number that this is 
associated with.

For example, a rate sheet for the direct rates “Company X” sells could look like this:

E.164 Number Prefix Destination Price
64 New Zealand National 0.03

642 New Zealand Cellphone 0.27

648 New Zealand Tollfree 0

You can import the excel spreadsheet directly into the exchange and assign weights to individual lines to 
make them more or less important.

In the example above, lets say that you didn't want to use “Company X” for their cellphones because you 
have a special deal with New Zealand Cellphones.  

The way that you do this is by weighting destinations. The higher the weight, the less likely the rate is to be 
chosen.

The way this works is that when a customer makes a call, the routing system looks at ways it can complete 
that call.

It first selects all the rates from all the providers that are currently available.  It then looks through the list and 
finds the lowest weight.  This will be the first choice for making calls.  If there is more than one rate with the 
same lowest weight then it looks at the list again and chooses the lowest price out of the group of low 
weights.

So, let's see this in practice.

A customer wants to make a call to a New Zealand cellphone number.  First dialplan scripts automatically 
convert everything dialled into it's international code equivalent.  

So, even if the customer is in New Zealand and dials 021 555 1234, the scripts convert it into 64 21 555 
1234.

Once this has happened the lookups are the same for any number anywhere in the world.

So, the system looks up into the database, for each provider to have the destination.

Because rates are always more accurate the longer the phone number match is, it will start trying to match 
with 6 digits and decrease for each provider until it finds or doesn't find a match.

It then has a list of rates, one for each provider (if they can do that destination) something like this:

Weight Rate Dialstring
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100 $0.07 SIP/${EXTEN}@provider_a

90 $0.26 IAX2/${EXTEN}@provider_b

10 $0.27 SIP/${EXTEN}@provider_c

10 $0.26 DAHDI/${EXTEN}@provider_d

You don't really have to worry about the Dialstring at the moment except to know that it explains a way of 
making the call.

So, we look at this list and choose the lowest weight.  In this case it's 10.  We automatically get rid of any 
providers who can't do this kind of quality. If we've got our own equipment we might definitely want to use it 
for some things. We now have:

Weight Rate Dialstring
10 $0.27 SIP/${EXTEN}@provider_c

10 $0.26 DAHDI/${EXTEN}@provider_d

So the system looks at these two rates and says ok, let's go with the cheaper one.

This way if a provider is not so good at a destination, or if someone complains about the quality of their calls, 
you can raise the weight on that destination via a provider, and it will only get used if all other rates fail.

If making a call with one of the providers doesn't work it goes through the same process again but excludes 
the destinations it has tried so far so they don't get tried again.

This way in the event of a failure, we cycle through providers trying less an less favourable options if the best 
options aren't usable.

Packages
The easiest ways of thinking about packages are that they are things that you sell or bill to a customer. 
Some examples of packages might be:

• Linksys SPA922 Phone
• Phone Number (DDI) for a certain area
• A monthly support and maintenance fee
• A one off support call out charge.
• A monthly postpaid administration fee

You can see from the examples that a package might be something that a customer pays for once (like a 
phone).

Alternatively it could be something that is billed on a monthly account and has no initial cost.  You can of 
course also have packages where there is an initial startup or installation fee, followed by a recurring fee of a 
different amount monthly.

Some packages you might want a user to be able to add to their account (like a phone) and other times you 
might only want administrators to be able to add them to people's accounts (like a support call out charge).
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Getting Started
Normally VentureVoIP will install and set up your exchange system for you.  This means that the first step 
you will need to take is to connect to the system using the details that have been provided to you by 
VentureVoIP.

Note that you will need to use the exact details that VentureVoIP provides to you.  You cannot use any other 
DNS name that you have for the system.  VentureVoIP will normally provide you with an initial name to 
access the system such as mysystem.venturevoip.com.

Because of the multitennant hosting capabilities of the system you will need to access it first using these 
details. Once you have fully set up the system to the configuration that you want, you can either create a 
symlink to the configuration file for other host names, or if the other host names will have different 
configuration then you can copy the original configuration file and use this as a basis for a new system.

If you are installing this system yourself, please refer to Appendix 1 to make sure that you have installed all 
of the necessary prerequisites.

First Impressions
The first interaction you will normally have with your 
new exchange is the main page as shown to the right. 

This is the interface that your customers will see when 
they come to your site too.  The first and most obvious 
link available is the “Create New Account” link.  This is 
at the top so that anyone visiting the site for the first 
time is easily able to get up and running as quickly as 
possible.

Because VentureVoIP will have created an account for 
you with administrative privileges, you do not need to 
create an account at this stage.

The other links that are available from the first page are:

• Home: return to this page
• Login: go directly to the login page
• About: a page giving a little bit of information about the service
• Calling Rates: an interface that people can use to check your prices
• Help: a simple step by step instruction guide for using the system
• Download Free Softphone: a link to download your chosen softphone

All information in the system is created dynamically based on the options you provide while setting up the 
site.  Bear in mind that these options can be changed on a per host name basis.  For example, if you access 
the server by going to http://greatcallls.venturevoip.com you can get a different softphone download than if 
you access the site using http://fantasticcalls.venturevoip.com
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Login Page
Once you click on the “Login to your account” 
button you will be presented with the screen to 
the right.

Basically all you need is your username and 
password.

If you don't like the orange image to the right of 
the login options, this can be removed in the site 
setup configuration options, or you can simply 
replace the file with another file that you prefer.

Main Page
Once you've entered your login details and been 
successfully authenticated, you will be taken to 
the main page of the system.

Because you have administrative rights, you will 
be able to see all of the fold down menu items on 
the left hand side.

The system is basically built out of a series of 
foldable menus which provide different feature 
sets depending on the security level of your 
usename and password combination.

For example, a normal user will see “Quick Links”, “Phone Numbers”, “Credit” and “Devices”.  A billing user 
will be able to see these entries, plus the “Billing Links”.  A super user will be able to see all entries from both 
billing and normal user, but with the addition of “Admin Links” and “Site Setup”.

Across the top of the page again you have some similar links – these are the same links for all customers – it 
does not matter what user level you have.  The links are as follows:

• Home: return to the main page
• Services: add and check which packages you have added to your account
• Settings: basic settings for your account
• Billing: user level CDR (Call Detail Records) an billing information
• Help: simple step by step instructions for using the system
• Logout: disconnect from the system

We will start off in the next section by going through the options that are provided under the “Site Setup” 
section as these are the most important to get your system up and going.
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Site Setup Menu Section
The Site Setup section of the Exchange is only available to Super Users.  These are 
people that have full access to all features within the system.

These rights should not be granted lightly as they give full control of the entire 
system, including the ability to change things that may have consequences for all 
users and other administrators of the system.

Inside the Site Setup menu, you have quite a few choices.

We'll first give a brief description of each option then go into more detail on the 
things that you can do with each menu item.

The first is “Site Configuration”.  This is where you set up the basic back end 
information on how the system runs.

Next comes “Packages”.  Packages are used to describe things like support bundles, monthly fees, DDI 
allocations, hosted call centres etc.

“Routing types” are used to create options that people can select when they have a telephone number (DDI). 
You can create these with standard Asterisk dialplan code, and can provide option like Direct Routing, Direct 
Routing with Failover (to a cellphone etc) and custom configurations to go to call queues and the like.

“Outbound Providers” are used to define methods for making telephone calls.  An outbound provider might 
be an ISDN line, a VoIP provider, or an external VoIP trunking device.

“Outbound Rates” are the prices that you pay to make a call via an outbound provider.  For example you 
might have 4 providers and each of them can make calls to the USA, but they might all have different quality 
levels and prices.

“DDI Areas” are names that you assign to areas that people can buy DDI numbers from – normally a city or 
an area of a city.

“Servers” define all servers (both voice and database) that are part of this exchange system.

“SMS Notifications” are used so that a systems administrator can be notified when certain events happen.

“Multi Server SQL” is provided so that you can do low level queries and updates against the MySQL 
databases while ensuring that the same changes/queries are performed exactly the same across the cluster. 
This can be very dangerous if you're not 100% sure of what you're doing.

“Consistency Checks” are provided so that you can bring a system back into order if one or more of the 
nodes has been unable to contact one or more other nodes because of network failure.  Using these checks 
you can confirm that the details are the same across all machines and can chose which details are correct if 
there are any discrepancies.
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Site Configuration
This is the most important section of the entire site and is where the base configuration is done.

This section is broken down into 4 tabs, each with ajax edit in place options.

The great thing about edit in place options is that you don't have to make changes and then save them one 
at a time.  As you type changes they will be made live.

Look and Feel Tab

This tab gives you basic configuration options for 
the site.  If you move your mouse over the top of 
the options on the right hand side, you'll notice 
that they light up in yellow.  If you click on an 
entry, you will be able to edit it and then either 
click save or cancel.  Bear in mind that any 
changes to make to the site setup will not be seen 
until you go to a page (or reload the current 
page).

The first entry on the Look and Feel tab is the 
“Site Name”.  This is used throughout the system 
for things like the title of the page and for 
providing help to customers.  It is also used for statements like “Welcome to the VentureVoIP Exchange”.

The next entry is “Tag Line”.  This will only be used if you have the “Show Text in Header” option enabled. 
When it is enabled, the text you put in Tag Line will be displayed at the top of the page.

“Show Satellite Image on Login/Main” is used to turn on or off the orange picture of a satellite.  If you'd prefer 
not to see this, simply disable it here.

“Use Alternate Style” can be selected if you would like the entire website to appear quite different – this is not 
usually something you'd want to enable when starting out with the system as the screen shots are based on 
the standard style for the system.  Once you know your way around the interface, you might find it interesting 
to try it out with a different style.

“Logo” is used to specify the relative location of an image file that is present on your web server to display at 
the top of all pages in the site.

“Site SHA1 Salt” is a random string of characters that is used to make things which are encrypted by SHA1 
different to different customers of the exchange.  This means that even if a flaw is found which reveals the 
encrypted data, the results will be different on multiple systems and are useless without knowing the salt.

“Support Page Text” is where you enter the text that you would like to appear on the support page.  This 
should typically include your phone number and contact details so that a customer can contact you if they 
need assistance with something.
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Website MySQL Tab

This section is pretty simple and just contains the 
MySQL connection details for the server that it is 
running on.

Advanced Tab

This is where some of the more complicated details 
are set up.

The first entry is the download link that you would like 
to provide to customers when they select the 
“Download Free Softphone” link.

The next entry (not shown in the screen shot) is the 
default context for new registrations.  This should 
always be set to “vvxchange_real”.

The next entry is your location in English.  For 
example, New Zealand, or United States. This is used so that when somebody registers an account, the drop 
down selection for country is automatically selected as your chosen country.  Basically this should be the 
country you expect the bulk of your customers to come from.

Clickatel options are provided next. Clickatel is a provider of SMS (Text Messaging) services which the 
exchange is able to integrate with to provide customers with the ability to send texts and to provide the 
exchanges with the ability to do SMS Notifications.  You will need to set up an account with Clickatel and 
provide your access details here to enable text messaging.

SMS Source is the phone number you would like to appear in the From section of an SMS for exchange 
based notifications.  Bear in mind that you need to have registered this number with Clickatel.

Billing Tab

The billing section of the Site 
Configuration is the most detailed 
section.  This controls all aspects of the 
bill creation process.

The first item here is Local Currency. 
This option has been provided so that 
you can do automatic conversions of 
calling rates into your local prices.

The next option is “View Rates Text”. 
This is used when customers search for 
prices for phone calls.  On every result 
page that includes prices it will print this 
statement.  Use this statement to inform people what the tax rate is and what currency the prices are in.

The currency sign is the sign you put in front of prices.  This is used throughout the system.  Normal settings 
for this would be “$”, “€”, “£” or “¥”.

The bill logo is the address of an image file (fully qualified – i.e. with the domain name and http) which you 
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would like to go at the top of each of your bills that are created.

Cost Per SMS is the price you would like to sell text messages to customers for.

Company Name is your company name and will appear on the tops of invoices.

Billing Address is used to describe the address that you would like to be added to the bill.

Paypal Email is the address where you would like funds sent if somebody uses the “Buy Credit” links which 
are available.  

Tax Text is a line of text that may be required to make a fully legal tax invoice.

Payment Terms is another line of text which is added to an invoice which explains to the customer when you 
would expect payment from them (i.e. 7 days, 20th of the month etc).

Account Number is provided so that customers can transfer funds directly to your account if this is easier for 
them.

Billing Email Address is the address which you would like monthly accounts to be sent to automatically for 
distributing to post paid customers.

The final line in this section is the tax amount.  In New Zealand we have 12.5%, many other countries have 
17%.
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Packages
As we discussed above, a package can be many 
things to many people.  It is basically something 
other than a phone call that you sell to a customer.

In the example here, you can see that there are two 
entries defined (normally you would have 20-30 
entries).

The first of the two entries provided here is a phone line.  Basically this package includes a DDI (you can see 
by the tick to the right), will cost a customer  €20 per month and has an install charge (or one off cost) of €10. 
You'll notice there are a couple of extra entries in there.  One is Calls Included – this allows you to provide a 
certain amount of calling with a package, and the final option is “Admin Only”.  When a package is defined as 
“Admin Only”, a customer cannot add this package to their own account.  A normal example of this would be 
a support charge etc – when a customer searches for available packages, they don't really want to see 
support listed in the things they can buy (unless of course it's for something like providing an SLA).  

The next entry in the example is for a Linksys SPA922 phone, which is set up to cost €299.00 once and then 
have no further price associated with it.

Add Package

Adding a package is a simple process and basically just involves 
filling out the fields described above and providing a description 
for the package that will make sense to the customer.

The options provided here are the same but with two exceptions.

One is the Hosted Agents Included (this is available to create 
custom packages with and is not yet implemented), while the 
other is the Description.  You should provide a decent 
description of the package so that customers will know what it is 
that they are signing up for.
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Routing Types
Routing types are basically ways of explaining a way of responding 
to something happening.

For example, a routing type could be used to send a call directly to 
a customer's SIP phone, or it could try their SIP phone and if it's not 
registered, send the call to their cellphone.

When defining a route type, you can use any Asterisk commands 
that you like, meaning you can do things like conference calls, or 
even changing the status of a light on someone's phone through 
the use of DEVSTATE.  This could be used for example so that 
when you call a number, a light on someone's phone comes on 
until they call another number to reset it. 

As you can imagine, the capabilities of routing types are pretty 
endless.

There are a few options provided by default in the system 
configuration files, and this allows for certain “Macros” to be run.

Adding a New Routing Type
Adding a new entry to the list of route types is pretty simple, just give it a 
name and click the save button.

For example's sake, let's create a routing type called “test”.

Editing Your New Routing Type

Once you've done this you will be taken to a new page where 
you can fill in the details.

If you move the mouse over any of the fields, you'll see that 
they turn yellow.  If you click on a field you can edit and save 
your changes instantly without leaving the page you're on.

The “Name” field is where you define your name for the 
routing type (“test” in this case).

“Description” is for a brief description of the routing type so 
that a customer can understand what it would do if they used it.

“Applications” is a list of things that you want to happen.  If 
you click on this you'll be taken to a multi line edit box.

Each line of this box should contain things you want to 
happen.

An application is an Asterisk application.  For a full list of 
Asterisk applications, please refer to Appendix 1.
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If you click on the help button you'll be presented with the following text:

When setting up the extensions for routing you have a few things at your disposal. Standard system macros, 
the DDI number dialled and the account that someone would like the call sent to. This may change over time 
as we add new features to the system.

All entries in the extension field are specified in terms of an application and its parameters. I.E. Say you 
wanted to print out some information to the console and then playback the tt-monkeys sound you would write 
it as follows:

NoOp(we are about to play a message)
Playback(tt-monkeys)
Hangup()

The hangup at the end is not required, nor are the surrounding brackets if there are no application 
parameters. I.E. with Hangup(), you could simply specify it as Hangup rather than Hangup().

Variables:

${VVACCOUNT} - the system number that a user would like the call to go to
${VVACCOUNTCODE} - the accountcode of the user that owns the DDI
${EXTEN} - the DDI number that the call has come in to
${FAILOVER} - the number the user would like to fail over to

Macros:

vv - This can be used by adding a line:

Macro(vv|${VVACCOUNT})

What it will do is try to locate someone via an IAX or SIP account. First it will try to call them via the machine 
that the call originates from. If they are not registered to that machine, it will attempt to find them via a DUNDI 
lookup. This means that it will ask the other servers if they know where the account is. If it is able to find the 
user on another server then the call will be forwarded to that server for processing and then sent to the 
account.

If it is unable to locate the user on any of the servers then it will send the inbound call to the user's voicemail 
account, record the voicemail message and then send it to the email account registered with that user.

vv-failover - This can be used by adding a line:

Macro(vv|${VVACCOUNT}|${VVACCOUNTCODE}|${FAILOVER})

What it will do is try to locate someone via an IAX or SIP account. First it will try to call them via the machine 
that the call originates from. If they are not registered to that machine, it will attempt to find them via a DUNDI 
lookup. This means that it will ask the other servers if they know where the account is. If it is able to find the 
user on another server then the call will be forwarded to that server for processing and then sent to the 
account.

If it is unable to locate the user on any of the servers then it will send the inbound call to the phone number 
specified as the third argument (after setting the account code to that user).
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Adding a custom field

You can add custom fields to a routing type so that you can 
ask a user to provide a piece of information.  

A good example might be with the vv-failover macro, where it 
uses the ${FAILOVER} variable.  

To do this you would add a variable name of FAILOVER and 
then in the description add something like “Failover Telephone 
Number”.  

That way if a user sets their DDI to use the routing type of “Direct Routing with Failover” they will be asked to 
provide the “Failover Telephone Number”.  When they type this it is added to the dialplan code with the 
routing type and the call will be sent to that number if their SIP account fails.

The best way to get the hang of how a routing type might be set up is to go through the ones that are 
installed with the base system and see how they work.  

Note that some of the routing type require macros to be defined in the Asterisk machine's extensions.conf 
file.

Deleting a routing type

The easiest way to delete a routing type is to go into the list 
of routing types and click the “Delete” link on the right hand 
side of the list, next to the item that you'd like to delete.
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Outbound Providers
As we stated earlier, “Outbound Providers” are ways of making 
calls.  They are effectively groups for any rates that are added to 
the system.  If this doesn't make sense, go back and read through 
the “Concepts” section for more information.

We'll start our descriptions here with a couple of the simpler 
options and go into editing and adding a provider afterwards.

Provider Status

From the list of providers you have a few things that you can click on. The most important one here is 
probably the status.  If you click on the tick you will instantly disable a provider across all servers.  The 
reason you might want to do this is if a provider is accepting your calls but then not transferring them to 
actual phone calls because of an internal problem at their end.

Changing this to disabled is the best thing in this situation until the provider has sorted out their problems.

If the provider is simply offline, or returning errors when a call is attempted, you don't need to disable them, 
the routing system will try the other rates anyway.

Send Email

This is a quick link you can use to send a provider an email in case you are having a problem with them.

Delete Provider

If you would like to delete a provider and any rates associated with that provider then you can click this link. 
Bear in mind that once you delete this information you will not be able to get it back unless you reimport it.

Adding a Provider

If you click on the “Add Provider” link at the top of the list of providers, 
you will be taken to a page which looks like the one on the right.

For provider name, just give it some name that will make sense to 
you.  This is normally just the company name that you are purchasing 
from.

Active is used to allow calls to go through this provider from a 
customer.  It's probably best to leave this set to no until you've 
finished setting up and testing everything.

Provider Phone and Email are fields for you to put contact information for the provider so that if someone 
other than the person who added it needs to get in contact with the provider they will be able to.

Account Name is a short one word name for the provider.

The Caller ID section can be used if you need to set a particular Caller ID when sending calls via this 
provider.  Alternatively it can be set to the word “block” to take all measures possible to tell the remote end 
not to send a Caller ID number. 

Connection Type is either SIP, IAX2 or Hardware.

Asterisk Account Name is normally the same as the Account Name, but can be a different name if you'd 
prefer.
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Editing a Provider

This is pretty much the same layout you get when adding a new provider but allows you 
to change the details for an existing provider.

In order to edit a provider you can either click on the pencil beside the provider's name or 
you can click on the provider's name itself.

The Edit Provider page had a few fields for you to type in, and the 
descriptions for those fields are exactly the same as they are in the section 
above entitled “Adding a Provider”.

Once you've made your changes and you're happy with them, click the 
“Save Changes” button.
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Outbound Rates
This section is used to define and the actual rates and 
weight for destinations.

Going into the page you are presented with a couple of 
options at the top, “Add Single Buy Rate” and “Import Buy Rates”.  

If you want to manually add a rate then use the “Add Single Buy Rate” option, while if you have an Excel 
spreadsheet of provider's rates, you can select “Import Buy Rates”.

Add Single Buy Rate

This allows you to manually add in a rate for a provider.  You'll need to fill out the 
following fields:

• Destination Name: This is the name of the place this rate will cover – i.e. 
New Zealand National

• Destination Number: The international numbering code that would define this 
destination – i.e. 64

• Rate: The price for this destination (in the currency it is provided in)
• Currency: The 3 digit code for the currency that the rate is using
• Conversion Rate: the exchange rate to get the rate into your local currency
• Profit: the amount of profit you'd like to make on this rate
• Weight: how likely it is that the rate will get used – lower means it is more likely
• Dial String: The Asterisk Dial String used to actually make the call
• Cut Digits: If for example this rate is for New Zealand national and the provider expects New Zealand 

national as 03 474 2112 (while the number dialled is 64 3 4742112) you can put a 0 before the $
{EXTEN} in Dial String, and specify cut digits of 2.  That way it will strip off the 64 and put 0 before 
the number

• Untimed: set this to 0 if you want to charge per minute and 1 if you would like to make one charge for 
the entire length of the call

Once you have entered all of the details you can click the “Add Rate” button to save the rate.

Import Buy Rates

This is the section you use to upload an Excel spreadsheet with a 
provider's rate list in it.  This is also sometimes called a ratesheet.

Select a file from your computer to upload and then click the Upload 
button.

This will take you to a page where you can select pretty 
much all the same options as when you add a single rate 
except that you can also explain to the exchange how the 
Excel spreadsheet is set up.  

In the top description you first select a provider, and then 
tell the exchange which row is the first row of the 
spreadsheet that contains the actual data.  

This is used so that you can avoid importing any title as if 
it were a rate.

If you click on the drop down lists above each 
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column you will be able to select what type of information it provides from 4 choices:

• N/A: Nothing important for the exchange
• Prefix: The international numbering code
• Dest Name: The actual written name for the destination – i.e. “New Zealand National”
• Cost: The price per minute for the destination

Once you have selected a field for each of these options, you can click the “Import” button under the table 
and it will import and set up your rates.

Looking up and Editing Rates

This is done from the main screen of the outbound rates link.

Simply select a provider that you're interested in seeing/editing the rates for and click the lookup rates 
button.

This will take you to another page where the rates and their information are listed.

You'll notice that beside the Weight and Active links there 
is a pencil.

This is so that you know that you can edit these columns in 
real time using edit in place.  i.e. if you want to change a 
weight, just click on it and type a new number.

To edit the full details for a rate, just click on the name of the rate.
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Exchange Rates
This section of the site is to allow you to keep outbound 
calling rates in their original currencies, but update the 
conversion rate on a regular basis.

It would be impossible to do things like looking up a 
conversion rate before every call using a remote service, 
because the time taken to get the reply and parse it would 
create too much post dial delay.

The solution is to keep some cached versions of the currencies, and compare these to both the latest rates, 
and the rates you have in your database for calculation.

So, you have three important numbers:

• What is 1 unit of each currency in my own currency (i.e. how much is one Euro in  New Zealand 
Dollars)?

• Is the conversion rate in my exchange rate table correct?
• Does this match the value in the outbound rates table?

Update All Currencies

This basically gets the latest currency exchange rates from the European Central Bank via a public XML feed 
and updates all of the currencies stored in the exchange_rate database.

This will not do anything to any of the prices in your Outbound Rate table.

Update One Currency

You can also update the exchange rate for a single currency (if it is not the same as currently in the 
database) by clicking on the “Update to X.XX” link.

Apply To All Outbound Rates

This next link  (in the 4th column) will take whatever conversion rate is currently 
in the database and apply it to all of your outbound buy rates which are in that 
currency.
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DDI Areas
This section is basically just for specifying the names of areas that people can apply for a 
DDI number from.  It will normally be a country name and/or a city name.

When someone goes to add a package to their account which includes a DDI, they will 
be asked which area they would like a DDI number from and these entries will be 
provided as an option in the drop down list.

Add DDI Area

Clicking on the “Add DDI Area” link will take you to an entry box where you 
can type in the name of the area that you would like to add.

You can close the box by clicking on the “x” button.

There is a gradual process underway to convert as many dialogue windows in the system to this new style, 
but it will take quite a while.

Delete DDI Area

Deleting a DDI area has also been converted over to the new format for 
using dialogue boxes.

Just click the delete icon ( ) and it will pop up a box with two options, either 
delete the area or just click cancel to go back to where you came from.
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Servers
The servers section is where you define the nodes of your network that 
make up your telephone exchange system.

Servers can either be Voice Servers or Database Servers.

Add Server

In order to add a server to the system, you will first have to make a 
duplicate of the database from the database server.  It is important that you 
use the Database server and not the voice server because you don't want 
to end up billing someone twice for every call they made through one of the 
voice servers.

Once you have actually set up an additional server, you can tell the 
exchange about it's existence.

You'll need to fill out a few fields to tell the exchange where it is and how to 
connect to it.

First up is the server name and server address, these are used for describing the server and for sending 
pings to it to confirm it is turned on.

Next are the MySQL connection details.  Just put the details of an account you have set up which has 
access to the appropriate databases.

The final information that is required to add a server is the Asterisk access details in the form of a Manager 
username/password/hostname combination.

Once you've completed the form, click the Add Server button.

Edit Server

By clicking the pencil icon ( ) you can go into the edit server section.  The details here 
are the same as described above in the add server section.  Once you have made the 
changes you need, just click the “Save Changes” button.

Delete Server

Just click the delete icon ( ) next to a server name to remove it from the system.
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SMS Notifications
This is where you set up text message notifications to be sent to an 
Administrators mobile phone to notify them that someone has requested a 
certain service that will likely require some interaction on their part.

There are a couple of links at the top of the page.  These are described below. 
As always, the delete icon can be used to delete an entry.

Add New Notification

Clicking on this link will take you to a page where you can select a notification 
type (Event) and a cellphone number to send the notification to.  Cellphone 
numbers should be provided in international format.

“Server Down” is not currently implemented.

“DDI Requested” will send a message when someone adds a package that includes a DDI.

“Package Added” will send a message when someone adds any package to their account.

Send Test Message

This is used to test that the text message notification system is working properly.  Just 
enter a number in International format and it will send you a test message.
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Multi Server SQL
Multiple server queries and updates are ways that you can 
run custom statements across all of the servers at the 
same time.  

This is provided as a utility to advanced users to save them 
time in any custom changes they want to make.

Bear in mind that this can be incredibly dangerous if you're 
not 200% sure what you're actually doing.  You have the potential to really destroy the database structure 
(for example by deleting the rate table).

If you really must do a MySQL Update, we recommend that you first do a MySQL Query to confirm that the 
entries you are expecting to change are actually the correct ones.

MySQL Query

By clicking on the MySQL Query link you will be taken to a page 
(shown to the right) where you can type any MySQL query and have 
an array of results passed back to you.  You do not need to terminate 
your queries with a “;” sign, and in fact doing so will cause them to 
fail.

MySQL Update

I really can't warn you enough about this.

If you use the MySQL Update section of the website, you really 
really better know what you're doing and exactly which rows you 
will be updating.  The system is stable because it has multiple parts 
which are each independent.  If you make a mistake in a MySQL 
update, you will have no redundancy.  You could potentially take 
down the whole system with no hope of recovery other than a restoring of any backups you are making.

That said (and I hope understood), if you really have a good reason to do an update that the web interface 
does not have an option for, you can do it here.

If this is required, we'd much rather that you explain to VentureVoIP what it is that you're trying to do, and 
we'll add an option in the web interface to do this for you with all of the necessary error checking performed 
before the update is run.
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Consistency Checks
These are tests that can be run to confirm that all data across the cluster 
of servers is consistent.

For example, if one of your servers has a problem with it's network 
connection it will still be able to function without any connectivity to the 
outside world.  

However, it will not have the same details once it comes back online as 
the other servers do.

In this situation, the best thing is to run all of the consistency checks to update all of the databases to resolve 
any conflicts which may have occurred.

Run All Tests

This link will just run all of the tests below, one after another and give you the results.

Compare Credit Levels Across Servers

This will look at the credit levels for customers and if there are any discrepancies will allow you to choose 
which is the correct entry and update the other servers.

Compare Accounts Across Servers

This link is to see if there are any accounts on one machine which do not exist on another machine.  This 
would happen if your web server was unable to contact all of the other servers when someone added an 
account.

You can create any missing accounts from here.

Compare Passwords Across Servers

Use this link to confirm that any changes that a user has made to their password has been applied to all 
machines in the cluster.  This one is likely useful if someone wanted to quickly change a password in a 
database on one machine but neglected to update the others.  You can choose which password is the 
correct one and apply it to all of the other machines.

Compare Prepay Settings Across Servers

This link is used if you have converted any users to/from prepay and you need to confirm that this change is 
on all servers.

Again if there are any differences you can just tell the system what the correct entry is, and it will update all 
machines.
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Convert Buy to Sell Rates
This section of the website is designed to take your buy rates from various 
providers and create your sell rates.

The way that it does this is with an “Insert Ignore” SQL statement.

This means that any existing rates will be replaced with the new values.

If you just want to see what it would do, click the second link (“Show me 
what it will look like”).

If you are sure you want to proceed with replacing all of your sell rates with newly calculated values, click the 
“Yes, update all sell rates now” link.
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Billing Links Menu Section
This section of the menu is used to deal with all things billing.  

This includes moving customers between prepay and postpay, and maintaining credit 
levels for them.

It also provides you with some statistics on what kind of levels you are billing, and 
allows you to add invoices and services to a customer's account.

This section can also be used to create or recreate a bill for a customer if they need 
one reprinted or if you are not running an automatic billing cycle.

Create a bill
When you select the “Create a bill” link, you are taken to another 
page where you can select the “From” and “Till” dates for the bill.

Normally you would choose something like the first and last day 
of a particular month you are interested in.

When you click the “select” button you will see a drop down 
calendar which allows you to choose the dates.  You can click the “<” and “>” buttons to 
move back and forward through the months, or click the “this month” button to go directly 
to this month.  When you have the month you want, just click on one of the days to select 
them.

Do the same for both the “From” and the “Till” date and then click the “Show Calls” 
button.

You will be provided with a list of postpay customers and the amount they have spent 
over that time period.  This makes it a little easier to see as people who have spent 
money during the time period in question will show up in bold whereas those who haven't show up as normal 
text.

To the right of the list of names you will see three links which allow you to either view 
the bill, or export it as an Excel spreadsheet or the default of a PDF file.
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Invoices
The invoices section of the website is mainly for use by 
support staff who may be making changes or providing 
support or services which require the customer to be 
invoiced.  The idea is that you make an invoice when 
you do some work for someone, and then a manager 
goes through the invoices before the billing cycle is run, and changes their status from “Ready for Review” to 
either “Live” or “No Charge”.  Once the billing cycle has been run, the status of the invoices will be changed 
to “Billed”.

On the invoices page there are a few clickable links explained below:

Create New Invoice

Clicking on this link will take you to a new page where you can fill in the details for a job. 
Because this will not be billed to the customer immediately, staff are normally expected to fill out an invoice 
as they are doing the work or shortly after.  

On the “Add an Invoice” page you have a few options to fill in.

First is the customer, which you can chose from a drop down 
list.

Next you have a one line description which will appear on the 
cover page of any invoice sent to a customer to notify them of 
the totals for an invoice.  

An invoice will also receive a page of it's own in a bill that 
gets sent out.  This is filled with the text from the full invoice 
text.  

Normally you would put the breakdown or further information about what it is that was being done.

The last field is for the total value of this invoice, and will get added to the total of the bill.

Change Status of Invoice

Just beside the delete link you will see the status of the invoice.  This can 
be one of four things:

• Awaiting Review – new invoice which has been added but 
not approved

• Live – an invoice which will be included in the next bill
• Billed – an invoice which was billed on a previous bill
• No Charge – an invoice which is deemed to fail review and 

not be chargeable

To move between the different states, just click on the text.

This will take you to a page where you can select the new status.

Delete Invoice

Just click on the delete invoice button and state that you are sure you would like to delete the invoice.  It will 
then be removed.
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Postpay and Prepay Customers
These page allows you to browse or search for customers.  You can use this page to set up their details and 
change levels of credit etc.

Depending on the number of users you have on the system it may be easier to search for customers rather 
than just browsing for them.

You can do this by clicking on the “Search Customers” link at the top of the 
page.  Doing so will take you to a box where you can type in a customer's 
name.

As you type letters into the search box it will start showing you 
possible ways of completing the name.  When you see the 
entry you are looking for, you can just click on it.

Note that you have the internal phone number, the full name, 
and the date that this entry was created.

Once you click on a link it will take you to a page 
where you can edit various details about the user.

The editable options here are edit user, edit credit, 
edit billing details, edit postpay/prepay, and edit 
security level.

Edit User Settings

By clicking on the username or the pencil beside it you can edit various 
pieces of information on a user.

These are the same pieces of information that the user can edit by clicking on 
the settings button at the top of the page.

From the top we have:

• Language: used to set language for files (if you have multilingual)
• First Name
• Last Name
• Calling Card Pin Number: used to store a pass in MySQL – not currently implemented
• Email Address
• Current Location: The location of the user
• Password: The user's current password

Once you have finished you can click the “Save Changes” button and you will be returned to the previous 
page.

Edit User Credit

In the table that contains the credit for the user, you can click on the amount to 
change it

This would normally be below zero for someone who is on post pay and above 
zero for someone who is on prepay.

Note that this is also used to determine the billing amount that is remaining.  Once you have finished editing 
this you can just click the ok button to save the details.
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Change to Prepaid/Postpaid Billing

By clicking on the book icon (Postpaid can also be described as someone who is “on the books”) or 
clicking on the money icon (for a Prepaid customer), you can change the user from postpaid billing 
back to prepaid billing or vice versa.

Edit Billing Details

If you are looking at a Postpaid customer, you can click on the “Edit Billing 
Details” link which will take you to a page where you can add a lot more 
information about an account than you would have for just a standard user.

Any details that you add in to this section will be added to the bill that is sent to 
them. 

Any lines that you leave blank will be ignored.

If required, the VentureVoIP exchange can be set up so that it will send all of the 
bills directly to the customer rather than the standard practice of attaching them 
to an email which is sent to the billing administrator.

The reason it is sent to the billing administrator by default is so that the accounts can be briefly checked over 
before being either emailed or printed depending on the customer's preference.

Edit Security Level

You can edit the security level by clicking on the right most icon.

The icons represent the current security level of the user.  The possible states are 
the following:

Super User – Full access to the entire system

Admin – Access to most of the administration but not site setup

User – Normal system user

By clicking on one of the icons you are taken to a page where you can select a 
new access level for the user in question.

At the top of this page it tells you which user you are editing and what their 
current security level is.
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Payment Received
When you click on the “Payment Received” link, you first are taken 
to a search box to find the customer you have received a payment 
from.  As you start typing the name, accountcode or exchange 
number for the customer, it will bring up a list of choices below.

Select one of the customers to go to the “Payment Received” screen.

Once here, you can see their current credit and can add or remove credit to 
their account.  If you'd like to remove credit, just enter a negative value to the 
“Add Credit” box, otherwise just type a normal number.

When you have typed the number, click the “Add Credit” button to save your changes.

Edit Credit
The “Edit Credit” link again takes you to a search box to select a customer, 
and then allows you to directly edit the credit amount for this customer.   This 
is used when you want to change their credit amount rather than add or 
remove an amount.

Once you have changed their credit, simply click the “Save Changes” button.
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Services For Customers
With most packages, a customer will add them by themselves. 
However there are certain situations and certain packages where it 
is preferable for an administrator to add the package.

Some of these might be:

• Adding in a monthly service and support fee
• Adding a package that they have requested via email
• Removing services from a customer's account
• Editing the details of a package a customer has signed up for

Once you have located the customer you are looking for you will 
be taken to a page which lists the packages/services they are 
currently signed up for.  If they don't currently have any, it will just 
state that the customer currently has no services.  There is a link 
at the bottom of the page to add additional services to their 
account.

From this page you can do a few things; edit phone line details, add a new service, or delete an existing 
service.  We'll go through each of these options below.

Edit existing phone line details

By clicking on the link to a package which includes a 
phone number, you will be taken to the DDI Routing setup 
information for that number.  Basically it's a screen you'll 
come across a whenever you're working on setting up a 
phone number.

If the number has already been set up with a routing type, you'll be told what routing type it is currently using 
and the description of that routing type.  You can change it to another routing type by clicking on the “Change 
to another method” link just above the description.

If the number hasn't yet been set up, you will be taken to a page where you can choose a routing type.

There will be more information on dealing with phone numbers in the “Phone Numbers” section of the “Admin 
Menu”.

Add more services

By clicking the “Add more services” link you'll be taken to a page 
where you can add additional services to a customer's account.

This is pretty much the same as what you'd see if you were a 
customer adding a package to their own account, except that if 
you are doing this as an administrator you will also be able to select from the packages which are defined as 
“Admin Only” under the packages page.

If you'd like to see the description of all the packages you can click the link at the top of the page.

Delete existing services

This can be done by clicking on the “Delete” link on the right hand side of a customer's service 
listing.
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Billing Totals
The “Billing Totals” section is provided for a quick overview of where your 
billing is at.  It shows you how much you have billed each month, and how 
much you expect to bill this month.

For the current month, it will show you how much has been billed but will 
also calculate the expected amount for the month based on how much you 
have billed so far, how many days there have been this month, and how 
many total days there are in the month.

Note that this figure will increase in accuracy as you are making your way 
through the month but can be used to give an early indication of a much 
higher or lower expenditure in a month.

SMS Balance
This is a simple link which will show you the remaining credits in 
your Clickatel account, and provides you with a link to the Clickatel 
Central (API) Login so that you can top up your account if it is 
getting low.

That's the last entry in the billing menu links, so the next chapter will focus on the “Admin Links” menu 
section.
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Admin Links Menu Section
This section of the website is available to both Admin users and Super Users and 
provides basic editing information for the entire system.

You're unlikely to be able to do much damage here (unlike some of the Super User 
options), so this user access level can be assigned to more junior staff members or 
people who you are selling a multi-tenant system to.  You can find more information 
on providing a multi-tenant system in the chapter on it.

Most of the choices available here are to do with dealing with day to day running of 
the system.

As with all of the other sections, we'll go through all of the links one at a time over the 
coming pages.
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Customer Stats
These graphs provide you with an overview of how the system is functioning.  The data is split into three 
graphs, each providing a snippet of information.  The details of what they show are provided below.

Monthly Voice Income

This graph shows the actual billed minutes (in terms of dollars) for each 
month leading up to this one, and then provides an estimate for the 
current month based on the average daily spend and the number of 
days in the month.

Daily Voice Income

This graph shows you how much money people have spent over the 
past month on a daily basis.

New Customer Signups

This graph shows a breakdown of the number of accounts that have 
been created, grouped by the month and year in which they were 
created.

It can be quite useful to gauge the effect of marketing efforts.  You will 
note that just because you have more users, doesn't mean you make 
more income, and in fact you can be adding less users but ones who 
spend more money.

When we initially set up the VentureVoIP exchanges we had quite a lot 
of people sign up to use the service, but most of them were just using softphones and spent very little 
money.  

As we started bringing on larger companies we started to see the income rise significantly.  Even though the 
number of signups dropped, the spend per user was increasing.
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Phone Numbers
The “Phone Numbers” or “DDI Numbers” section is where you administer the 
allocations of phone numbers to customers.

When you go into this section, you are presented with a number of options 
which are explained in detail below.

People who are awaiting DDI Numbers

Clicking on this link (if there is at least one person waiting for a 
number) will take you to a page that shows who is waiting for a 
number, and which area they would like to get a phone number 
from.

You can find further information on the customer by clicking on their account code, or you can cancel the 
request for a phone number if the request is either bogus or no longer required.

In order to satisfy their needs you can simply add a number from that region.

Note that if there are already unassigned phone numbers from the area they are requesting, they will be able 
to use that phone number instantly.

Assigned DDI Numbers

This section shows you which phone numbers are currently 
assigned to customers.

From here you can either configure the routing of a number for a 
customer or “Unassign” the number from their account – thereby 
putting it back into the pool of “Unassigned DDI Numbers”.

The first column of this page shows whether the number has a 
routing type associated with it – if there is a tick then the number has been set up.  If not, then either you or 
the customer will need to assign a routing type to it in order to complete set up.

Unassigned DDI Numbers

While you normally have to pay for DDI numbers, it may be that the cost of 
them is quite low, or that customers request certain areas on a regular basis.

In order to streamline the process (and avoid the need for direct intervention in 
the process), it's best to keep a few numbers available which are not assigned 
to a customer.

This means that if a customer adds a package which has a DDI number 
included, and if they choose a DDI area that you have spare numbers for, they 
are able to complete the entire process themselves without any additional help.  

Obviously any way to bring in additional funds without having to spend any time working on it is a bonus :)

If you click on the “Assign Number” link you will be taken to the (now 
familiar) “Search for customer” page where you can find a customer 
which you would like to assign the DDI number to.
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Add Single DDI Number

If you are simply purchasing phone numbers one at a time, you can use this section 
to add a DDI number to the system.  Simply select an area, type the number (as it 
will be presented to your telephone exchange system) and click the “Add DDI” button 
to save it.

Add DDI Number Range

Somewhat more usual is purchasing of a DDI numbering range.  This might be 10, 
100 or a thousand numbers at one time, and would likely be pretty annoying if you 
had to add them all manually.

This link therefore provides you with the option to add a range of numbers with one 
click of a button.

Note that you will need to add the numbers in the format that they will turn up in.  For example, on an ISDN 
PRI circuit they will likely turn up as an 8 digit number, whereas purchasing them from an international VoIP 
provider they may turn up as an E.164 international numbering format.

As long as you enter the numbers exactly as they turn up in Asterisk, you will have no problems.

In order to test how they appear, the best way is to call one of the numbers while watching the Asterisk 
console, and look for the request (which will obviously fail as there is no extension to send it to).
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Add New User
This is exactly the same as the “Create a new account” link that users see 
when they first arrive at the system.

It is provided inside the Admin section so that there is an easy way to create 
new users (who are unable or unwilling to create accounts themselves).

Simply fill in the fields and click the “Register Account” button and you will be 
provided with the new VoIP number for this customer.

Add multiple users
This is pretty much the same as the “Add New User” link above except that it 
allows you to create multiple accounts at the same time, all with one account 
code.  

This is useful for providing a hosted PABX solution, and is the same as if a 
user had clicked the “Add additional device” link inside their own account.

The only addition to the options is the “Number of accounts to create” field 
where you can specify how many accounts should be created.

Note that this does not stop a user from adding additional devices in the future, it just sets them up with a 
certain number of devices to start with.
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Edit Calling Rates (sell prices)
Rates are separated into two groups.  Sell prices and buy prices.

Buy prices are defined by the “Outbound Rates” section and can change on 
a call by call basis when providers are not functioning as expected.

Because you can't just change the price to a customer on a call by call 
basis, you need to specify the price that a customer will pay and have this 
be a static rate.

In order to find the rate that you would like to change, you are presented 
with three options.  Destination name can be used to do a search based on the name, E164 Area code can 
be used to search for a rate based on it's international dialling code, and Internal Rate ID can be used to load 
an exact rate.

Note that if you search for a number by E164 area code you will also load any rates which are longer.  For 
example, searching for 64 (New Zealand) will also bring up 642 (New Zealand Mobile).

Once you have entered some search terms you will be taken to a page where 
you can select the rate that you are interested in editing.

Simply clicking on the rate will allow you to edit the price for that destination.

If you want to search for a different rate or provide different search terms, you can 
just click on the “Go Back” link at the bottom of the page.

Once you click on a rate to edit it you will be taken to a page where you can 
change any of the details about that rate, including the name, number and rate.

Bear in mind that this information is provided to a customer when they search for 
a price from your rate sheet (i.e. make sure that the information is concise and 
that the name of the destination makes sense for a customer to find by 
searching).

Once you have finished making changes to the rate, just click the “Save Changes” button to commit your 
changes to the databases.
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Customers
The customers link takes you to a search box for locating a particular 
customer.  

This is exactly the same as the Postpaid/Prepaid search functionality 
except that it is not broken down by what type of account they have.

Because it can be annoying to flick through a manual to find the information you are looking for I will repeat 
the information from that section here.

As you type letters into the search box it will start showing you 
possible ways of completing the name.  When you see the 
entry you are looking for, you can just click on it.

Note that you have the internal phone number, the full name, 
and the date that this entry was created.

Once you click on a link it will take you to a page 
where you can edit various details about the user.

The editable options here are edit user, edit credit, 
edit billing details, edit postpay/prepay, and edit 
security level.

Edit User Settings

By clicking on the username or the pencil beside it you can edit various 
pieces of information on a user.

These are the same pieces of information that the user can edit by clicking on 
the settings button at the top of the page.

From the top we have:

• Language: used to set language for files (if you have multilingual)
• First Name
• Last Name
• Calling Card Pin Number: used to store a pass in MySQL – not currently implemented
• Email Address
• Current Location: The location of the user
• Password: The user's current password

Once you have finished you can click the “Save Changes” button and you will be returned to the previous 
page.

Edit User Credit

In the table that contains the credit for the user, you can click on the amount to 
change it

This would normally be below zero for someone who is on post pay and above 
zero for someone who is on prepay.

Note that this is also used to determine the billing amount that is remaining.  Once you have finished editing 
this you can just click the ok button to save the details.
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Change to Prepaid/Postpaid Billing

By clicking on the book icon (Postpaid can also be described as someone who is “on the books”) or 
clicking on the money icon (for a Prepaid customer), you can change the user from postpaid billing 
back to prepaid billing or vice versa.

Edit Billing Details

If you are looking at a Postpaid customer, you can click on the “Edit Billing 
Details” link which will take you to a page where you can add a lot more 
information about an account than you would have for just a standard user.

Any details that you add in to this section will be added to the bill that is sent to 
them. 

Any lines that you leave blank will be ignored.

If required, the VentureVoIP exchange can be set up so that it will send all of the 
bills directly to the customer rather than the standard practice of attaching them 
to an email which is sent to the billing administrator.

The reason it is sent to the billing administrator by default is so that the accounts can be briefly checked over 
before being either emailed or printed depending on the customer's preference.

Edit Security Level

You can edit the security level by clicking on the right most icon.

The icons represent the current security level of the user.  The possible states are 
the following:

Super User – Full access to the entire system

Admin – Access to most of the administration but not site setup

User – Normal system user

By clicking on one of the icons you are taken to a page where you can select a 
new access level for the user in question.

At the top of this page it tells you which user you are editing and what their 
current security level is.
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Site Updates
This section of the site is to inform you of both recent changes to the 
system and upcoming changes.

Because the VentureVoIP Telephone Exchange system is based on 
software, it is continuously updated with new features in order to better 
meet the needs of our customers.

If there is something that the system doesn't do at the moment, first 
check this page to see if it's a feature which is currently under 
development/testing.

If it's not listed, then you can get in contact with VentureVoIP about adding your custom development request 
to the list of features being developed.

If the change is simple and does not have any negative impact on another customer, then it is likely that it will 
be implemented pretty quickly.

If the change may not be useful to another customer then it's use will be determined by a configuration 
setting to enable/disable the feature, with a default of disabled.

This list also shows you features which have been added to the system.
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Access Log
This section of the website allows you to see all accesses to the system.

You will be presented with a list of the different users that have used the system and can 
either filter the list of accesses by a username or simply clicking on the “All Users” link to 
view the list of accesses by all users.

Once you click on one of the options you will be presented with a list of the activity that has 
happened on this user (or all users if you have selected this 
option).

Along the top of the page are three clickable links.

You can go forward by clicking the “Next” link, backwards by 
clicking on the “Previous” link, or return to the user selection page by clicking on the “Back to user selection” 
link.
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Server Statuses
This is a quick overview of the status of all voice servers which 
are connected to the system.

It shows you various pieces of information and allows for drill 
down to see additional information.

From the top of a section you have a few pieces of information 
which are explained below.

Channel Usage

The bar across the top fills up as channels are in use and shows you how close to capacity you are running 
each exchange (note that these numbers are based on full usage of a quad span PRI card).

SIP Peers

This section shows you the status of any SIP peers connected to 
the system.

If you click on the line of text you will get an expanding drop down 
list which shows the full status of all SIP peers on the system 
including their IP and current status.

I haven't included the full output of this in the screen shot because this could be considered to be a breach of 
our customer's security.

IAX2 Peers

This section shows you the status of any IAX2 peers connected to 
the system.

Again you can click on the line of text to see more information on 
each of the peers.

Clicking the line of text when the information is displayed will hide it again.

System Uptime

This section shows you the uptime of each of the exchanges.  Note that 
VentureVoIP actually restarts each of it's servers every night to avoid any memory leaks and to have the 
exchanges in a new state at the beginning of every day.  We restart our servers at times staggered by one 
hour so that customers are still able to make calls.

DAHDI/Zaptel Information

This section shows you the the status of timing and or hardware 
interfaces that each server has.  If they have no hardware then this 
will show the DAHDI_DUMMY or ZT_DUMMY device.

Some form of timing is required for the use of the MeetMe application (for audio conferencing) and for the 
internal_timing option provided in /etc/asterisk/asterisk.conf.
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Multi Tenant Systems
In this section we'll explain how you set up a system to provide different information based on the host name 
that is used to access the system.

First off we're going to have to explain a little information about the file system structure on your web server.

File System Structure
On your webserver you'll typically find a few files in the root directory starting with “vvxchange_”

For example, on our exchanges we have the following files:

/vvxchange_concerto.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_202.20.97.85.conf
/vvxchange_fishnet.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_hq.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_kinect.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_mediacorp.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_newbill.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_store.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_whitelabel.venturevoip.com.conf
/vvxchange_wic.venturevoip.com.conf

Each of these files has different configuration details for the site with the exception of the IP address and 
newbill.venturevoip.com – the IP address is just a symlink to the newbill file as these should present the 
same site.

Setting up a new site
The first thing you will need to do is make sure that your current site is 100% set up and functioning correctly.

Once you are sure that this has all been set up correctly, you can copy the file for your server to another file.

The format of the file name is vvxchange_URL.conf where URL is the URL you would like people to access 
the site via.

Once you have copied the file to the new URL file, you can login to the new site using your existing 
username and password.

Everything will appear exactly the same as the existing site at this stage.

In order to change the details of the site to the new VoIP provider, you will need to go into the “Site 
Configuration” section of the “Site Setup” menu.

Every change that you make to the new site will only apply to the new site (assuming you have not 
accidentally copied a symlink rather than the actual file).
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Asterisk Voice Node Setup
Setting up an Asterisk Voice Node can either be done by VentureVoIP, or you can do this yourself.

We recommend that all installations use Debian Linux, initially set up with no Desktop Manager.

You can find a free download for Debian on their website at http://www.debian.org.

If you are setting up a voice node yourself, you can use this section of the manual to understand what the 
various components are and if you have any problems setting up a node, you can simply contact 
VentureVoIP.  Our contact details are available in Appendix 3.

Asterisk Installation
The first thing you'll need to do is get the Asterisk software set up.

When you are installing the exchanges it is important that you install the software in the following order:

1. DAHDI/Zaptel
2. LibPRI (optional)
3. Asterisk
4. Asterisk-Addons

Each of the steps are explained below:

DAHDI/Zaptel

Originally Asterisk used Zaptel drivers to connect to hardware in the form of PCI cards to make phone calls.

Because of naming issues (see http://www.venturevoip.com/news.php?rssid=2005) the Zaptel project 
needed to be renamed.

This change also allowed for some different set up in the way the library was organised.

A new project was created called DAHDI (Digium Asterisk Hardware Device Interface).

Because Zaptel has now been replaced with DAHDI, we recommend that any new installations use the 
DAHDI system instead of Zaptel.

You'll need you system to have a few required packages installed.  If you followed the advice above and 
installed Debian Linux, you'll be able to install these prerequisites by typing the following:

apt-get install -y build-essential bison flex 
apt-get install -y linux-headers-$(uname -r) 
apt-get install -y openssl libssl-dev libeditline0 libeditline-dev
apt-get install -y libedit-dev gcc make g++ mc php5-cli
apt-get install -y linux-headers-`uname -r`

In order to install DAHDI, you can just type what is displayed below in the console:

cd /usr/src
wget http://tinyurl.com/dahdi-complete
tar -zxvf dahdi-linux-complete-current.tar.gz
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When you do this it will create a directory similar in name to “dahdi-linux-complete-2.2.0.2+2.2.0”.  Just type 
“cd dahdi-linux-complete-2” and press the tab key to autocomplete followed by pressing return.

The next thing you will need to do is compile and install DAHDI.  This can be done by typing:

make && make install && make config

Once you have done this, DAHDI will have been successfully installed.

LibPRI

This is only required if you are using ISDN circuits such as PRI (Primary Rate ISDN) cards for connection to 
the telephone network.

In order to download and install LibPRI you will need to have already completed the instructions for installing 
DAHDI.  You can continue the installation by typing the following:

cd /usr/src/
wget http://tinyurl.com/libpri-current
tar -zxvf libpri-1.4-current.tar.gz

This will create a directory similar to libpri-1.4.10.1/  replace this text below with whatever is created.

cd libpri-1.4.10.1/
make && make install

That's it for LibPRI – it's a pretty easy install.

Asterisk Information

We normally use Asterisk from the 1.4 branch.  It is really really important that you test any changes to the 
Asterisk version before changing it.

The best bet is to subscribe to the Asterisk-Security mailing list and only apply patches which are required to 
keep you system secure.

Because Asterisk is such a huge application, it is not often immediately apparent what parts a small patch 
will interact with.

The most important thing to check when you apply a patch is that billing and CDR information remains the 
same (and parseable).

Once you have confirmed that a change has no negative consequences, you will need to upgrade all 
exchanges to use the same version.  It is important that they all use the same version because there are 
occasionally changes in the way that Asterisk machines speak to each other (such as the IAX2 or SIP 
channel driver).

While changes to these parts are pretty unusual within one branch (i.e. 1.4 or 1.6.0), they do occasionally 
occur as the result of a security fix such as in http://www.venturevoip.com/news.php?rssid=2221.
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Installing Asterisk

Installing Asterisk for the first time on a new system can change depending on whether or not you have a 
version of Asterisk that you would like to use.

Asterisk comes in revision numbers.  If you want to check out a particular version from SVN, you will need to 
use the -r REVISION switch to the “svn co” command. For example to check out revision 216642 type:

svn co -r 216642 http://svn.digium.com/...

First up, lets get subversion installed – it allows direct access to the code that developers are adding – most 
branches do not get changes except for bugfixes after they have been released for a while.

apt-get install -y subversion libncurses5-dev

The next thing you'll need to do is decide on which branch of Asterisk you want to use.  At this stage, 
VentureVoIP uses the 1.4 branch of Asterisk.  The 1.2 branch is really too old, and the 1.6 branches (there 
are a few of them) are not really tested enough to be considered for serious production use.  As time goes 
on, 1.6 will be more suitable for production use.

So for these examples we'll use the 1.4 branch, but you can replace 1.4 with whatever branch you'd prefer to 
use.

cd /usr/src
svn checkout http://svn.digium.com/svn/asterisk/branches/1.4 asterisk
cd asterisk
./configure && make && make install && make samples && make config 

Ok, so that's it for Asterisk, you've now got the default installation done.  There will be quite a bit more work 
in the configuration section.

Asterisk-Addons

This package provides the MySQL interface for Asterisk so that it can talk to the cluster databases.

You need another prerequisite before you can install this:

apt-get install -y libmysqlclient15-dev

This will install the MySQL client libraries.  Next you can download and install Asterisk-Addons.  The 
procedure for this is pretty much the same as it was for Asterisk, but with the addition of the word addons:

cd /usr/src
svn checkout http://svn.digium.com/svn/asterisk-addons/branches/1.4 asterisk-addons
cd asterisk-addons
./configure && make && make install && make samples 

Once you've done this you will have all of the components of Asterisk installed and can move to setting up 
the database, before returning to setting up Asterisk. 
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Database Setup
For each voice node you will also need to set up the MySQL databases.

We install and set up the databases before setting up Asterisk, as we will check that they are working 
correctly during the configuration of Asterisk.

The first thing you'll need to do is install the MySQL server.  Again, this can be done from the console using 
apt-get if you used Debian for your installation.

When you ask to install the MySQL server it will ask you what you would like to use as your password for 
localhost root access.

If you use a password for this you will need to remember it and type it into the configuration files in the places 
set aside for root password.

Installing MySQL

So, to install the MySQL server, type the following:

apt-get install -y mysql-server

The next thing you will need to do is change the MySQL Server configuration files to allow access to the 
database externally (it normally only listens to requests from the local machine).  Bear in mind that this 
makes it especially important to make sure that you have adequate security for access.

Changing MySQL to bind to 0.0.0.0

In order to change MySQL to not listen to only localhost you will need to edit the my.cnf file by typing the 
following:

nano /etc/mysql/my.cnf

If you press the “F6” key on your keyboard it will open up the nano search facilities.  Just type “bind” (without 
the speech marks and press enter.

You should now see something similar to this:

# 
# Instead of skip-networking the default is now to listen only on
# localhost which is more compatible and is not less secure.
bind-address            = 127.0.0.1

You'll need to change the 127.0.0.1 entry to 0.0.0.0.  You can do this using the arrow keys, delete/backspace 
keys and then just typing “0.0.0.0”. Once you've done that it should look like this:

# 
# Instead of skip-networking the default is now to listen only on
# localhost which is more compatible and is not less secure.
bind-address            = 0.0.0.0
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Assuming yours now looks the same as above, you can press “CTRL-O” followed by “Enter” to save the 
document.  You can then exit nano by pressing “CTRL-X”.

The next thing you'll need to do is restart MySQL so that the new settings can take effect.  Type the 
following:

/etc/init.d/mysql restart

Now that we have MySQL installed and it is able to listen to remote connections we will need to start creating 
some accounts so that Asterisk, Scripts, and the Exchanges can connect to it.

If you used a password for root when installing MySQL you will need to type:

mysql -p

If you did not use a root password for MySQL, you will need to type:

mysql

You are now in the MySQL console.  This is where you can directly alter anything to do with a MySQL server 
and its databases.

Create User Accounts

For now you're going to need to come up with some usernames and password (really really do not use the 
examples I present because this manual will be publicly available).

For exampe's sake, here are my passwords and usernames:

Asterisk
User Name: asterisk 
Password: demopass

Remote Machines
User Name: remote
Password: somegoodpass

To create these accounts on your server (remember to replace usernames and passwords) you can type:

grant all on *.* to asterisk@localhost identified by 'demopass';
grant all on *.* to remote@'%' identified by 'somegoodpass';
flush privileges;

Ok, so that's the accounts installed on the machine.  Now you'll need to create the databases.

Because this is a cluster you'll need to have exactly the same database on all machines (with the exception 
that the CDR databases on each voice node contain different information).
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Because of this, the best machine to take a database dump from is the web server.  To do this you'll need to 
log onto that machine and run the following commands:

mysqldump asterisk > asterisk.sql
mysqldump cdr > cdr.sql
mysqldump exchange > exchange.sql
mysqldump phoneDB > phoneDB.sql
mysqldump SineDialer > SineDialer.sql

This will create 5 files with all of the SQL commands necessary to set up and populate the databases.

Copy the files from Machine A (the web server) to Machine B (the new Voice Node) by typing:

scp *.sql username@MACHINEB:~/

Where username is your username on the Voice Node and MACHINEB is the host name or IP address of 
your Voice Node. 

Create Databases

Once you've copied the files to the Asterisk machine, you can create the databases and start importing the 
data.

First let's create the databases.

If you're not already in the mysql client, run it (mysql or mysql -p depending on whether you use a password 
or not).

Once inside the MySQL console, type the following commands:

create database asterisk;
create database cdr;
create database exchange;
create database phoneDB;
create database SineDialer;

You can then press “CTRL-C” to exit the MySQL console and type the following commands:

cat asterisk.sql|mysql asterisk
cat cdr.sql|mysql cdr
cat exchange.sql|mysql exchange
cat phoneDB.sql|mysql phoneDB
cat SineDialer.sql|mysql SineDialer

You now have everything set up (and hopefully working properly for MySQL).

Now you can move on to configuring Asterisk
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Configuring Asterisk
Now that we have MySQL databases all ready to go, we'll need to explain to Asterisk how to access this 
information.

Setting up MySQL connectivity

In order for Asterisk to know where to connect MySQL to it uses three files which we'll go through one at a 
time.

Let's start with giving Asterisk the usernames and passwords required to connect:

nano /etc/asterisk/cdr_mysql.conf

You should be taken to the editing for this file.  If you scroll to the bottom you should see something that 
looks like this:

;[global]
;hostname=database.host.name
;dbname=asteriskcdrdb
;table=cdr
;password=password
;user=asteriskcdruser
;port=3306
;sock=/tmp/mysql.sock
;userfield=1

You'll need to update it so that it looks like this (use the usernames and passwords you created for Asterisk 
above):

[global]
hostname=localhost
dbname=phoneDB
table=cdr
password=demopass
user=asterisk
sock=/var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock
userfield=1

Once you made the changes, press “CTRL-O” followed by enter to save, and then “CTRL-X” to exit.

The next file you'll need to change is for Asterisk Realtime.  Type the following:

nano /etc/asterisk/res_mysql.conf
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You should see something similar to this:

[general]
;dbhost = 127.0.0.1
;dbname = asterisk
;dbuser = myuser
;dbpass = mypass
;dbport = 3306
;dbsock = /tmp/mysql.sock

You'll need to change it to this (again replacing usernames and passwords):

[general]
dbhost = localhost
dbname = asterisk
dbuser = asterisk
dbpass = demopass
dbsock = /var/run/mysqld/mysqld.sock

Once you made the changes, press “CTRL-O” followed by enter to save, and then “CTRL-X” to exit.

The final thing you'll need to do to set up Asterisk Realtime is to tell Asterisk which parts you would like to 
use via Realtime.  Type the following:

nano /etc/asterisk/extconfig.conf

If you scroll to the bottom of the file it should look like this:

;iaxusers => odbc,asterisk
;iaxpeers => odbc,asterisk
;sipusers => odbc,asterisk
;sippeers => odbc,asterisk
;voicemail => odbc,asterisk
;extensions => odbc,asterisk
;queues => odbc,asterisk
;queue_members => odbc,asterisk
;meetme => mysql,conferences

You'll want to change it to the following:

iaxusers => mysql,asterisk,iax_buddies
iaxpeers => mysql,asterisk,iax_buddies
sipusers => mysql,asterisk,sip_buddies
sippeers => mysql,asterisk,sip_buddies
voicemail => mysql,asterisk,voicemail_users
extensions => mysql,asterisk,extensions
;queues => mysql,SineDialer,queue_table
;queue_members => mysql,SineDialer,queue_member_table

If you are using the SmoothTorque message broadcasting system as well, you'll want to also uncomment the 
last two lines (by removing the “;” at the start of the line).  That's it for MySQL.  Next is the dialplan.
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Setting up extensions.conf

Because different people like to have different things in their dialplan, this will vary from company to 
company.  There are a few basic entries which you will have to have in your dialplan in order for it to work 
properly.

These pieces are created by including the following three files:

/etc/asterisk/vvxchange.conf

; **************************************************
; *                                                *
; *        vvxchange context                       *
; * This context is for PABX systems and users who *
; * send a number in the format 9X. i.e. they send *
; * a 9 before the number except for remote extens *
; **************************************************

[vvxchange]

; == INTERNATIONAL ==
exten => _900.,1,NoOp(===Calling ${EXTEN}===)
exten => _900.,2,Goto(outgoing,${EXTEN:3},1)

; == NATIONAL ==
; This is used to convert national area codes in New Zealand into
; E.164 numbering plan, so that users can dial as if they are in 
; New Zealand.  If you will be predominantly providing service to
; on country, you should do this for that country.
exten => _90[1234679].,1,Goto(outgoing,64${EXTEN:2},1)
exten => _90[85].,1,Goto(outgoing,64${EXTEN:2},1)

; == LOCAL ==
exten => _9N.,1,Goto(outgoing,643${EXTEN:1},1)

; Call Our Customers
exten => _68XXXXX,1,Macro(vv,${EXTEN})

; Call a 4 digit extension on a remote PBX
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,1,Dial(IAX2/${EXTEN:0:7}/${EXTEN:7}@vvxchange)
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,2,Set(dst=${DUNDILOOKUP(${EXTEN:0:7}|priv)})
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,3,Dial(${dst}${EXTEN:7})

; Call a 3 digit extension on a remote PBX
exten => _68XXXXXXXX,1,Dial(IAX2/${EXTEN:0:7}/${EXTEN:7})
exten => _68XXXXXXXX,2,Set(dst=${DUNDILOOKUP(${EXTEN:0:7}|priv)})
exten => _68XXXXXXXX,3,Dial(${dst}${EXTEN:7})

; Multi Account Dialling
; ======================
; This allows one machine to funnel the user requirements of a multi tenanted pabx to
; send calls through which appear to come from individual accounts on the remote 
; machine but all use the same IAX2 trunk.  The way this is done is encoding access 
; details in the destination, which are then split and assigned account codes if 
; correctly authenticated.

exten => _b--X.,1,Set(user=${CUT(EXTEN,,3)})
exten => _b--X.,2,Set(pass=${CUT(EXTEN,,4)})
exten => _b--X.,3,Set(num=${CUT(EXTEN,,5)})
exten => _b--X.,5,NoOp(Acc: ${user} Pass: ${pass} Number: ${num} Row: ${row} ${EXTEN})
exten => _b--X.,4,Set(row="${REALTIME(iaxusers,name,${user})}")
exten => _b--X.,6,Set(col=${CUT(row,"|",5)})
exten => _b--X.,7,Set(res=${CUT(col,"=",2)})
exten => _b--X.,8,GotoIf($[${res} = ${pass}]?20)
exten => _b--X.,9,NoOp(Password incorrect)
exten => _b--X.,20,Set(acct=${CUT(row,"|",3)})
exten => _b--X.,21,Set(CDR(accountcode)=${CUT(acct,"=",2)})
exten => _b--X.,22,Goto(vvxchange,${num},1)
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/etc/asterisk/vvxchange_real.conf

; **************************************************
; *                                                *
; *      vvxchange_real context                    *
; *                                                *
; * This is the normal context for devices to be   *
; * registered to – includes features and also     *
; * processes ddi routing through switching to the *
; * MySQL Realtime Asterisk system.                *
; **************************************************

[vvxchange_real]
include => external
include => from-pstn

; Free Conference Rooms
exten => _69X,1,Answer()
exten => _69X,n,Meetme(${EXTEN},cMr)

exten => _695000,1,Answer()
exten => _695000,n,Meetme(5000,cMr)

; Echo Test
exten => 600,1,Answer()
exten => 600,n,Playback(demo-echotest)
exten => 600,n,Echo()

; Voicemail
exten => 800,1,VoiceMailMain(${CALLERID(num))

; Allow realtime extensions in this context
switch => Realtime/routing@extensions

; Dial Extensions on a Remote ConduIT3
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,1,Answer()
; try to dial it locally
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,2,Dial(IAX2/${EXTEN:0:7}/${EXTEN:7})
; if not, look up in DUNDI and see if you can find it
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,3,Set(dst=${DUNDILOOKUP(${EXTEN:0:7}|priv)})
; try calling with the DUNDI results
exten => _68XXXXXXXXX,4,Dial(${dst}${EXTEN:7})

; Dial Our Customers
exten => _68XXXXX,1,Macro(vv,${EXTEN})

; Short Dial Codes
; ================
;
; 2 digit code
; ============
;
; Look up and see if there is something else we 
; should do with 2 digit numbers – i.e. ring another
; extension in the group
;
exten => _XX,1,AGI(agi://127.0.0.1/getExtension.php)

; if we're still progressing, send the call to an 
; actual 2 digit number in the vvxchange_real context
exten => _XX,2,Goto(vvxchange_real,${destination},1)

; 3 digit code
; ============
exten => _XXX,1,AGI(agi://127.0.0.1/getExtension.php)
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exten => _XXX,2,Goto(vvxchange_real,${destination},1)

; 4 digit code
; ============
exten => _XXXX,1,AGI(agi://127.0.0.1/getExtension.php)
exten => _XXXX,2,Goto(vvxchange_real,${destination},1)

; Anything else, prefix with 9 and send to the vvxchange context
exten => _X.,1,NoOp(${CDR(accountcode)})
exten => _X.,2,Goto(vvxchange,9${EXTEN},1)

The main context used for sending outbound calls is included from next file.

/etc/asterisk/vvxchange_outgoing.conf

; **************************************************
; *                                                *
; *      Main outgoing context                     *
; *                                                *
; * This is the main outgoing call context         *
; * By the time a call reaches here it should be   *
; * in E.164 Format                                *
; **************************************************

[outgoing]
;
; Instantly run the agi to find a rate and route, and then dial a call
; the script sets a few variables like the number of rates available to
; use (usable_rates) and the number of rates that have been tried so far 
; (tried_rates) 
exten => _X.,1,Agi(agi://127.0.0.1/getrate.php)

; Print some debug info when a call ends
exten => _X.,n,NoOp(= Call Ended DialStatus: ${DIALSTATUS} HangupCause: ${HANGUPCAUSE})
exten => _X.,n,NoOp(= Tried Rates ${tried_rates} Usable Rates ${usable_rates})

; Store the current extension in the extension variable
exten => _X.,n,Set(extension=${EXTEN})
exten => _X.,n,Goto(hu-${DIALSTATUS},1)

; If there are more usable rates we haven't tried, then go back to the start 
; again (it will automatically skip any rates it has used before)
exten => hu-BUSY,1,GotoIf($[0${tried_rates} < ${usable_rates}]?${extension},1)

; If not, play the busy tones and wait for 30 seconds
exten => hu-BUSY,n,Playtones(busy)
exten => hu-BUSY,n,Wait(30)

exten => hu-CONGESTION,1,GotoIf($[0${tried_rates} < ${usable_rates}]?${extension},1)
exten => hu-CONGESTION,n,Playtones(unobtainable)
exten => hu-CONGESTION,n,Wait(30)

exten => hu-CHANUNAVAIL,1,GotoIf($[0${tried_rates} < ${usable_rates}]?${extension},1)
exten => hu-CHANUNAVAIL,n,Playtones(unobtainable)
exten => hu-CHANUNAVAIL,n,Wait(30)

exten => _hu-.,1,GotoIf($[0${tried_rates} < ${usable_rates}]?${extension},1)
exten => _hu-.,n,Playtones(congestion)
exten => _hu-.,n,Wait(30)

; Print some debug information to the Asterisk Console
exten => h,1,NoOp(Rate:        ${rate}       )
exten => h,n,NoOp(Start:       ${CDR(start)} )
exten => h,n,NoOp(PDD:         ${CDR(pdd)}   )
exten => h,n,NoOp(Answer:      ${CDR(answer)})
exten => h,n,NoOp(Dial Status: ${DIALSTATUS} )
exten => h,n,NoOp(DialedTime:  ${DIALEDTIME} )
exten => h,n,NoOp(Destination: ${dst}        )
exten => h,n,NoOp(Untimed:     ${untimed}    )

; Charge the account for the call
exten => h,n,DeadAGI(agi://127.0.0.1/charge_account.php)
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exten => h,n,Hangup()
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You will also need to include certain entries into your extensions.conf:

/etc/asterisk/extensions.conf

; ***************************************************************
; *                                                             *
; *                      VentureVoIP Exchange                   *
; *                                                             *
; ***************************************************************

[general]
static = yes
writeprotect = no
;autofallthrough=no
clearglobalvars = no
priorityjumping = no
;userscontext=default

[globals]
; these variables are used to control a SmoothTorque load test
MULT = 10
PERCENTHUNGUP = 1

; Reset the toggle value to zero when loading a dialplan
toggle = 0

; Include the vvxchange context from an external file
#include vvxchange.conf
#include vvxchange_real.conf
#include vvxchange_outgoing.conf

[macro-vv]
; Attempts to call device via SIP or IAX2.  If that fails it
; first checks DUNDI to see if the device is registered on another server.
; If so, it sends the call there for 20 seconds.  It next checks the
; length of the FAILOVER variable.  If bigger than 0 then it goes to
; that particular number. If not it will send the call to VoiceMail.
; If someone presses the star key it will allow them to check their
; voicemail.
exten => s,1,Dial(IAX2/6838602-dndn@${ARG1},20)
exten => s,2,Dial(IAX2/${ARG1}@${ARG1},20)
exten => s,3,Dial(IAX2/${ARG1},20)
exten => s,4,Dial(SIP/${ARG1},20)
exten => s,5,Set(dst=${DUNDILOOKUP(${ARG1}|priv)})
exten => s,6,GotoIf($[${LEN(${dst})} = 0]?10)
exten => s,7,Set(acct=${CDR(accountcode)})
exten => s,8,Set(CDR(accountcode)=DUNDI)
exten => s,9,Dial(${dst},20)
exten => s,10,Set(CDR(accountcode)=${ARG2})
exten => s,11,GotoIf($[${LEN(${FAILOVER})} = 0]?13)
exten => s,12,Goto(vvxchange_real,${FAILOVER},1)
exten => s,13,Voicemail(${ARG1},u)
exten => a,1,VoicemailMain(${ARG1})
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[macro-vv-failover]
; The same as above except that it sends the call
; to a number passed in as argument 3 (the failover
; number) in the vvxchange_real context
exten => s,1,Dial(IAX2/6838602-dndn@${ARG1},20)
exten => s,2,Dial(IAX2/${ARG1}@${ARG1},20)
exten => s,3,Dial(IAX2/${ARG1},20)
exten => s,4,Dial(SIP/${ARG1},20)
exten => s,5,Set(dst=${DUNDILOOKUP(${ARG1}|priv)})
exten => s,6,Set(CDR(accountcode)=DUNDI)
exten => s,7,Dial(${dst},20)
exten => s,8,Set(CDR(accountcode)=${ARG2})
exten => s,9,Goto(vvxchange_real,${ARG3})

[macro-stdexten];
;
; Standard extension macro:
;   ${ARG1} - Extension  (we could have used ${MACRO_EXTEN} here as well
;   ${ARG2} - Device(s) to ring
;
exten => s,1,Dial(${ARG2},20)               ; Ring the interface, 20 seconds maximum
exten => s,2,Goto(s-${DIALSTATUS},1)        ; Jump based on status (NOANSWER, BUSY, 
                                            ; CHANUNAVAIL, CONGESTION,ANSWER)
exten => s-NOANSWER,1,Voicemail(${ARG1},u)  ; If unavailable, send to voicemail w/
                                            ; unavail announce
exten => s-NOANSWER,2,Goto(default,s,1)     ; If they press #, return to start
exten => s-BUSY,1,Voicemail(${ARG1},b)      ; If busy, send to voicemail w/ busy 
                                            ; announce
exten => s-BUSY,2,Goto(default,s,1)         ; If they press #, return to start
exten => _s-.,1,Goto(s-NOANSWER,1)          ; Treat anything else as no answer
exten => a,1,VoicemailMain(${ARG1})         ; If they press *, send the user into 
                                            ; VoicemailMain

[macro-stdPrivacyexten];
;
; Standard extension macro:
;   ${ARG1} - Extension  (we could have used ${MACRO_EXTEN} here as well
;   ${ARG2} - Device(s) to ring
;   ${ARG3} - Optional DONTCALL context name to jump to (assumes the s,1 
;             extension-priority)
;   ${ARG4} - Optional TORTURE context name to jump to (assumes the s,1 
;             extension-priority)`
;
exten => s,1,Dial(${ARG2},20|p)             ; Ring the interface, 20 seconds maximum, 
                                            ; call screening option (or use P for 
                                            ; databased call screening)
exten => s,2,Goto(s-${DIALSTATUS},1)        ; Jump based on status (NOANSWER, BUSY, 
                                            ; CHANUNAVAIL, CONGESTION,ANSWER)
exten => s-NOANSWER,1,Voicemail(${ARG1},u)  ; If unavailable, send to voicemail 
                                            ; w/ unavail announce
exten => s-NOANSWER,2,Goto(default,s,1)     ; If they press #, return to start
exten => s-BUSY,1,Voicemail(${ARG1},b)      ; If busy, send to voicemail w/ busy 
                                            ; announce
exten => s-BUSY,2,Goto(default,s,1)         ; If they press #, return to start
exten => s-DONTCALL,1,Goto(${ARG3},s,1)     ; Callee chose to send this call to a 
                                            ; polite "Don't call again" script.
exten => s-TORTURE,1,Goto(${ARG4},s,1)      ; Callee chose to send this call to a 
                                            ; telemarketer torture script.
exten => _s-.,1,Goto(s-NOANSWER,1)          ; Treat anything else as no answer
exten => a,1,VoicemailMain(${ARG1})         ; If they press *, send the user into 
                                            ; VoicemailMain

[from-pstn]
switch => Realtime/routing@extensions
include => incoming
include => external

[external]
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include => incoming
switch => Realtime/routing@extensions
exten => fax,1,Dial(IAX2/iaxmodem)

[routing]
switch => Realtime/routing@extensions

[incoming]
switch => Realtime/routing@extensions

[default]
exten => 9600,1,Answer()
exten => 9600,2,Background(demo-echotest)
exten => 9600,3,Echo()
exten => _69X,1,Meetme(${EXTEN},cMr)

[iaxregs]

[sipregs]

This is the end of the extensions.conf entries – we will cover VoIP configuration next.
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/etc/asterisk/iax.conf

[general]

disallow=all
allow=alaw
allow=ulaw
allow=gsm

context=vvxchange_real

jitterbuffer=yes
forcejitterbuffer=no
trunktimestamps=yes

; Minimum and maximum amounts of time that IAX peers can request as
; a registration expiration interval (in seconds).

minregexpire = 6
maxregexpire = 300

; IAX helper threads

; Establishes the number of iax helper threads to handle I/O.
Iaxthreadcount = 1000

; Establishes the number of extra dynamic threads that may be spawned to handle I/O
iaxmaxthreadcount = 10000
tos=ef

; ========================
; YOUR REGISTER STATEMENTS
; ========================

; If regcontext is specified, Asterisk will dynamically create and destroy
; a NoOp priority 1 extension for a given peer who registers or unregisters
; with us.  The actual extension is the 'regexten' parameter of the registering
; peer or its name if 'regexten' is not provided.  More than one regexten
; may be supplied if they are separated by '&'.  Patterns may be used in
; regexten.
;
regcontext=iaxregs

; If we don't get ACK to our NEW within 2000ms, and autokill is set to yes,
; then we cancel the whole thing (that's enough time for one retransmission
; only).  This is used to keep things from stalling for a long time for a host
; that is not available, but would be ill advised for bad connections.  In
; addition to 'yes' or 'no' you can also specify a number of milliseconds.
; See 'qualify' for individual peers to turn on for just a specific peer.
;
autokill=yes

; allowfwdownload controls whether this host will serve out firmware to
; IAX clients which request it.  This has only been used for the IAXy,
; and it has been recently proven that this firmware distribution method
; can be used as a source of traffic amplification attacks.  Also, the
; IAXy firmware has not been updated for at least 18 months, so unless
; you are provisioning IAXys in a secure network, we recommend that you
; leave this option to the default, off.
;
allowfwdownload=no
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rtcachefriends=yes  ; Cache realtime friends by adding them to the internal list
                    ; just like friends added from the config file only on a
                    ; as-needed basis? (yes|no)

rtupdate=yes        ; Send registry updates to database using realtime? (yes|no)
                    ; If set to yes, when a IAX2 peer registers successfully,
                    ; the ip address, the origination port, the registration period,
                    ; and the username of the peer will be set to database via
                    ; realtime.
                    ; If not present, defaults to 'yes'.

rtautoclear=yes     ; Auto-Expire friends created on the fly on the same schedule
                    ; as if it had just registered? (yes|no|<seconds>)
                    ; If set to yes, when the registration expires, the friend will
                    ; vanish from the configuration until requested again.
                    ; If set to an integer, friends expire within this number of
                    ; seconds instead of the registration interval.

rtignoreregexpire=no; When reading a peer from Realtime, if the peer's registration
                    ; has expired based on its registration interval, used the stored
                    ; address information regardless. (yes|no)

; The following two options are used to disable call token validation for the
; purposes of interoperability with IAX2 endpoints that do not yet support it.
;
; Call token validation can be set as optional for a single IP address or IP
; address range by using the 'calltokenoptional' option. 'calltokenoptional' is
; only a global option.  
;
;calltokenoptional=209.16.236.73/255.255.255.0
;
; In a peer/user/friend definition, the 'requirecalltoken' option may be used.
; By setting 'requirecalltoken=no', call token validation becomes optional for
; that peer/user.  By setting 'requirecalltoken=auto', call token validation 
; is optional until a call token supporting peer registers successfully using
; call token validation.  This is used as an indication that from now on, we
; can require it from this peer.  So, requirecalltoken is internally set to yes.
; By default, 'requirecalltoken=yes'.
;
requirecalltoken=no
;
; These options are used to limit the amount of call numbers allocated to a
; single IP address.  Before changing any of these values, it is highly encouraged
; to read the user guide associated with these options first.  In most cases, the
; default values for these options are sufficient.
;
; The 'maxcallnumbers' option limits the amount of call numbers allowed for each
; individual remote IP address.  Once an IP address reaches it's call number
; limit, no more new connections are allowed until the previous ones close.  This
; option can be used in a peer definition as well, but only takes effect for
; the IP of a dynamic peer after it completes registration.
;
maxcallnumbers=512
;
; The 'maxcallnumbers_nonvalidated' is used to set the combined number of call
; numbers that can be allocated for connections where call token  validation
; has been disabled.  Unlike the 'maxcallnumbers' option, this limit is not
; separate for each individual IP address.  Any connection resulting in a
; non-call token validated call number being allocated contributes to this
; limit.  For use cases, see the call token user guide.  This option's 
; default value of 8192 should be sufficient in most cases.
;
maxcallnumbers_nonvalidated=8192
;
; The [callnumberlimits] section allows custom call number limits to be set
; for specific IP addresses and IP address ranges.  These limits take precedence
; over the global 'maxcallnumbers' option, but may still be overridden by a
; peer defined 'maxcallnumbers' entry.  Note that these limits take effect
; for every individual address within the range, not the range as a whole. 
;
;[callnumberlimits]
;10.1.1.0/255.255.255.0 = 24
;10.1.2.0/255.255.255.0 = 32
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; Guest sections for unauthenticated connection attempts.  Just specify an
; empty secret, or provide no secret section.
;
[guest]
type=user
context=vvxchange_real
callerid="Guest IAX User"

[voipjet_demo]
qualifysmoothing=yes
type=peer
host=west.voipjet.com
username=XXX
disallow=all
allow=ulaw
allow=alaw
secret=XXXXXXXXXXX
auth=md5
context=default
qualify=yes
qualifysmoothing = yes      ; use an average of the last two PONG
                            ; results to reduce falsely detected LAGGED hosts
                            ; Default: Off
qualifyfreqok = 60000       ; how frequently to ping the peer when
                            ; everything seems to be ok, in milliseconds
qualifyfreqnotok = 10000    ; how frequently to ping the peer when it's
                            ; either LAGGED or UNAVAILABLE, in milliseconds

; Set up DUNDI routing between the boxes
[priv]
type=friend
dbsecret=dundi/secret
context=vvxchange_real
accountcode=DUNDI
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/etc/asterisk/sip.conf

[general]
context=vvxchange_real          ; Default context for incoming calls
allowoverlap=no                 ; Disable overlap dialing support. (Default is yes)

;realm=mydomain.tld             ; Realm for digest authentication
                                ; defaults to "asterisk". If you set a system name in
                                ; asterisk.conf, it defaults to that system name
                                ; Realms MUST be globally unique according to RFC 3261
                                ; Set this to your host name or domain name

srvlookup=no                    ; Enable DNS SRV lookups on outbound calls
                                ; Note: Asterisk only uses the first host 
                                ; in SRV records
                                ; Disabling DNS SRV lookups disables the 
                                ; ability to place SIP calls based on domain 
                                ; names to some other SIP users on the Internet
                                
pedantic=no                     ; Enable checking of tags in headers, 
                                ; international character conversions in URIs
                                ; and multiline formatted headers for strict
                                ; SIP compatibility (defaults to "no")

; See doc/ip-tos.txt for a description of these parameters.
tos_sip=cs3                     ; Sets TOS for SIP packets.
tos_audio=ef                    ; Sets TOS for RTP audio packets.
tos_video=af41                  ; Sets TOS for RTP video packets.

disallow=all                    ; First disallow all codecs
allow=h263p                     ; Allow codecs in order of preference
allow=h263
allow=h264
allow=ulaw                      
allow=alaw            

progressinband=yes              ; If we should generate in-band ringing always
                                ; use 'never' to never use in-band signalling, even in cases
                                ; where some buggy devices might not render it
                                ; Valid values: yes, no, never Default: never

;prematuremedia=no              ; Some ISDN links send empty media frames before 
                                ; the call is in ringing or progress state. The SIP 
                                ; channel will then send 183 indicating early media
                                ; which will be empty - thus users get no ring signal.
                                ; Setting this to "no" will stop any media before we have
                                ; call progress. Default is "yes".
useragent=VentureVoIP Exchange  ; Allows you to change the user agent string
dtmfmode = rfc2833              ; Set default dtmfmode for sending DTMF. Default: rfc2833
                                ; Other options: 
                                ; info : SIP INFO messages
                                ; inband : Inband audio (requires 64 kbit codec -alaw, ulaw)
                                ; auto : Use rfc2833 if offered, inband otherwise

videosupport=yes                ; Turn on support for SIP video. You need to turn this on
                                ; in the this section to get any video support at all.
                                ; You can turn it off on a per peer basis if the general
                                ; video support is enabled, but you can't enable it for
                                ; one peer only without enabling in the general section.
maxcallbitrate=384              ; Maximum bitrate for video calls (default 384 kb/s)
                                ; Videosupport and maxcallbitrate is settable
                                ; for peers and users as well

dynamic_exclude_static = yes    ; Disallow all dynamic hosts from registering
                                ; as any IP address used for staticly defined
                                ; hosts.  This helps avoid the configuration
                                ; error of allowing your users to register at
                                ; the same address as a SIP provider.

; If regcontext is specified, Asterisk will dynamically create and destroy a
; NoOp priority 1 extension for a given peer who registers or unregisters with
; us and have a "regexten=" configuration item.  
; Multiple contexts may be specified by separating them with '&'. The 
; actual extension is the 'regexten' parameter of the registering peer or its
; name if 'regexten' is not provided.  If more than one context is provided,
; the context must be specified within regexten by appending the desired
; context after '@'.  More than one regexten may be supplied if they are 
; separated by '&'.  Patterns may be used in regexten.
;
regcontext=sipregs
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;--------------------------- RTP timers ----------------------------------------------------
; These timers are currently used for both audio and video streams. The RTP timeouts
; are only applied to the audio channel.
; The settings are settable in the global section as well as per device
;
;rtptimeout=60                  ; Terminate call if 60 seconds of no RTP or RTCP activity
                                ; on the audio channel
                                ; when we're not on hold. This is to be able to hangup
                                ; a call in the case of a phone disappearing from the net,
                                ; like a powerloss or grandma tripping over a cable.
;rtpholdtimeout=300             ; Terminate call if 300 seconds of no RTP or RTCP activity
                                ; on the audio channel
                                ; when we're on hold (must be > rtptimeout)
;rtpkeepalive=<secs>            ; Send keepalives in the RTP stream to keep NAT open
                                ; (default is off - zero)

;--------------------------- SIP DEBUGGING ---------------------------------------------------
;sipdebug = yes                 ; Turn on SIP debugging by default, from
                                ; the moment the channel loads this configuration
;recordhistory=yes              ; Record SIP history by default 
                                ; (see sip history / sip no history)
;dumphistory=yes                ; Dump SIP history at end of SIP dialogue
                                ; SIP history is output to the DEBUG logging channel

;--------------------------- STATUS NOTIFICATIONS (SUBSCRIPTIONS) ----------------------------
; You can subscribe to the status of extensions with a "hint" priority
; (See extensions.conf.sample for examples)
; chan_sip support two major formats for notifications: dialog-info and SIMPLE 
;
; You will get more detailed reports (busy etc) if you have a call limit set
; for a device. When the call limit is filled, we will indicate busy. Note that
; you need at least 2 in order to be able to do attended transfers.
;
; For queues, you will need this level of detail in status reporting, regardless
; if you use SIP subscriptions. Queues and manager use the same internal interface
; for reading status information.
;
; Note: Subscriptions does not work if you have a realtime dialplan and use the
; realtime switch.
;
;allowsubscribe=no              ; Disable support for subscriptions. (Default is yes)
;subscribecontext = default     ; Set a specific context for SUBSCRIBE requests
                                ; Useful to limit subscriptions to local extensions
                                ; Settable per peer/user also
;notifyringing = yes            ; Control whether subscriptions already INUSE get sent
                                ; RINGING when another call is sent (default: no)
;notifyhold = yes               ; Notify subscriptions on HOLD state (default: no)
                                ; Turning on notifyringing and notifyhold will add a lot
                                ; more database transactions if you are using realtime.
;limitonpeers = yes             ; Apply call limits on peers only. This will improve 
                                ; status notification when you are using type=friend
                                ; Inbound calls, that really apply to the user part
                                ; of a friend will now be added to and compared with
                                ; the peer limit instead of applying two call limits,
                                ; one for the peer and one for the user.
                                ; "sip show inuse" will only show active calls on 
                                ; the peer side of a "type=friend" object if this
                                ; setting is turned on.

;----------------------------------------- T.38 FAX PASSTHROUGH SUPPORT -----------------------
;
; This setting is available in the [general] section as well as in device configurations.
; Setting this to yes, enables T.38 fax (UDPTL) passthrough on SIP to SIP calls, provided
; both parties have T38 support enabled in their Asterisk configuration 
; This has to be enabled in the general section for all devices to work. You can then
; disable it on a per device basis. 
;
; T.38 faxing only works in SIP to SIP calls, with no local or agent channel being used.
;
; t38pt_udptl = yes            ; Default false
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;----------------------------------------- OUTBOUND SIP REGISTRATIONS 
------------------------
; Asterisk can register as a SIP user agent to a SIP proxy (provider)
; Format for the register statement is:
;       register => user[:secret[:authuser]]@host[:port][/extension]
;
; If no extension is given, the 's' extension is used. The extension needs to
; be defined in extensions.conf to be able to accept calls from this SIP proxy
; (provider).
;
; host is either a host name defined in DNS or the name of a section defined
; below.
;
; Examples:
;
;register => 1234:password@mysipprovider.com        
;
;     This will pass incoming calls to the 's' extension
;
;
;register => 2345:password@sip_proxy/1234
;
;    Register 2345 at sip provider 'sip_proxy'.  Calls from this provider
;    connect to local extension 1234 in extensions.conf, default context,
;    unless you configure a [sip_proxy] section below, and configure a
;    context.
;    Tip 1: Avoid assigning hostname to a sip.conf section like [provider.com]
;    Tip 2: Use separate type=peer and type=user sections for SIP providers
;           (instead of type=friend) if you have calls in both directions
  
;registertimeout=20             ; retry registration calls every 20 seconds (default)
;registerattempts=10            ; Number of registration attempts before we give up
                                ; 0 = continue forever, hammering the other server
                                ; until it accepts the registration
                                ; Default is 0 tries, continue forever

;----------------------------------------- NAT SUPPORT ------------------------
; The externip, externhost and localnet settings are used if you use Asterisk
; behind a NAT device to communicate with services on the outside.

;externip = 200.201.202.203     ; Address that we're going to put in outbound SIP
                                ; messages if we're behind a NAT

                                ; The externip and localnet is used
                                ; when registering and communicating with other proxies
                                ; that we're registered with
;externhost=foo.dyndns.net      ; Alternatively you can specify an 
                                ; external host, and Asterisk will 
                                ; perform DNS queries periodically.  Not
                                ; recommended for production 
                                ; environments!  Use externip instead
;externrefresh=10               ; How often to refresh externhost if 
                                ; used
                                ; You may add multiple local networks.  A reasonable 
                                ; set of defaults are:
;localnet=192.168.0.0/255.255.0.0; All RFC 1918 addresses are local networks
;localnet=10.0.0.0/255.0.0.0     ; Also RFC1918
;localnet=172.16.0.0/12          ; Another RFC1918 with CIDR notation
;localnet=169.254.0.0/255.255.0.0 ;Zero conf local network

; The nat= setting is used when Asterisk is on a public IP, communicating with
; devices hidden behind a NAT device (broadband router).  If you have one-way
; audio problems, you usually have problems with your NAT configuration or your
; firewall's support of SIP+RTP ports.  You configure Asterisk choice of RTP
; ports for incoming audio in rtp.conf
;
nat=yes                         ; Global NAT settings  (Affects all peers and users)
                                ; yes = Always ignore info and assume NAT
                                ; no = Use NAT mode only according to RFC3581 (;rport)
                                ; never = Never attempt NAT mode or RFC3581 support
                                ; route = Assume NAT, don't send rport 
                                ; (work around more UNIDEN bugs)
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;----------------------------------- MEDIA HANDLING --------------------------------
; By default, Asterisk tries to re-invite the audio to an optimal path. If there's
; no reason for Asterisk to stay in the media path, the media will be redirected.
; This does not really work with in the case where Asterisk is outside and have
; clients on the inside of a NAT. In that case, you want to set canreinvite=nonat
;
canreinvite=no                  ; Asterisk by default tries to redirect the
                                ; RTP media stream (audio) to go directly from
                                ; the caller to the callee.  Some devices do not
                                ; support this (especially if one of them is behind a NAT).
                                ; The default setting is YES. If you have all clients
                                ; behind a NAT, or for some other reason wants Asterisk to
                                ; stay in the audio path, you may want to turn this off.

                                ; In Asterisk 1.4 this setting also affect direct RTP
                                ; at call setup (a new feature in 1.4 - setting up the
                                ; call directly between the endpoints instead of sending
                                ; a re-INVITE).

;directrtpsetup=yes             ; Enable the new experimental direct RTP setup. This sets up
                                ; the call directly with media peer-2-peer without re-invites.
                                ; Will not work for video and cases where the callee sends 
                                ; RTP payloads and fmtp headers in the 200OK that does not match the
                                ; callers INVITE. This will also fail if canreinvite is enabled when
                                ; the device is actually behind NAT.

;canreinvite=nonat              ; An additional option is to allow media path redirection
                                ; (reinvite) but only when the peer where the media is being
                                ; sent is known to not be behind a NAT (as the RTP core can
                                ; determine it based on the apparent IP address the media
                                ; arrives from).

;canreinvite=update             ; Yet a third option... use UPDATE for media path redirection,
                                ; instead of INVITE. This can be combined with 'nonat', as
                                ; 'canreinvite=update,nonat'. It implies 'yes'.

;----------------------------------------- REALTIME SUPPORT ------------------------
; For additional information on ARA, the Asterisk Realtime Architecture,
; please read realtime.txt and extconfig.txt in the /doc directory of the
; source code.
;
rtcachefriends=yes         ; Cache realtime friends by adding them to the internal list
                           ; just like friends added from the config file only on a
                           ; as-needed basis? (yes|no)

rtsavesysname=yes          ; Save systemname in realtime database at registration
                           ; Default= no

rtupdate=yes               ; Send registry updates to database using realtime? (yes|no)
                           ; If set to yes, when a SIP UA registers successfully, the ip address,
                           ; the origination port, the registration period, and the username of
                           ; the UA will be set to database via realtime. 
                           ; If not present, defaults to 'yes'. Note: realtime peers will
                           ; probably not function across reloads in the way that you expect, if
                           ; you turn this option off.
rtautoclear=yes            ; Auto-Expire friends created on the fly on the same schedule
                           ; as if it had just registered? (yes|no|<seconds>)
                           ; If set to yes, when the registration expires, the friend will
                           ; vanish from the configuration until requested again. If set
                           ; to an integer, friends expire within this number of seconds
                           ; instead of the registration interval.

ignoreregexpire=no         ; Enabling this setting has two functions:
                           ;
                           ; For non-realtime peers, when their registration expires, the
                           ; information will _not_ be removed from memory or the Asterisk database
                           ; if you attempt to place a call to the peer, the existing information
                           ; will be used in spite of it having expired
                           ;
                           ; For realtime peers, when the peer is retrieved from realtime storage,
                           ; the registration information will be used regardless of whether
                           ; it has expired or not; if it expires while the realtime peer 
                           ; is still in memory (due to caching or other reasons), the 
                           ; information will not be removed from realtime storage
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;----------------------------------------- SIP DOMAIN SUPPORT ------------------------
; Incoming INVITE and REFER messages can be matched against a list of 'allowed'
; domains, each of which can direct the call to a specific context if desired.
; By default, all domains are accepted and sent to the default context or the
; context associated with the user/peer placing the call.
; REGISTER to non-local domains will be automatically denied if a domain
; list is configured.
;
; Domains can be specified using:
; domain=<domain>[,<context>]
; Examples:
; domain=myasterisk.dom
; domain=customer.com,customer-context
;
; In addition, all the 'default' domains associated with a server should be
; added if incoming request filtering is desired.
; autodomain=yes
;
; To disallow requests for domains not serviced by this server:
; allowexternaldomains=no

;domain=mydomain.tld,mydomain-incoming
                                ; Add domain and configure incoming context
                                ; for external calls to this domain
;domain=1.2.3.4                 ; Add IP address as local domain
                                ; You can have several "domain" settings
;allowexternaldomains=no        ; Disable INVITE and REFER to non-local domains
                                ; Default is yes
;autodomain=yes                 ; Turn this on to have Asterisk add local host
                                ; name and local IP to domain list.

; fromdomain=mydomain.tld       ; When making outbound SIP INVITEs to
                                ; non-peers, use your primary domain "identity"
                                ; for From: headers instead of just your IP
                                ; address. This is to be polite and
                                ; it may be a mandatory requirement for some
                                ; destinations which do not have a prior
                                ; account relationship with your server. 

;------------------------------ JITTER BUFFER CONFIGURATION --------------------------
jbenable = yes                ; Enables the use of a jitterbuffer on the receiving side of a
                              ; SIP channel. Defaults to "no". An enabled jitterbuffer will
                              ; be used only if the sending side can create and the receiving
                              ; side can not accept jitter. The SIP channel can accept jitter,
                              ; thus a jitterbuffer on the receive SIP side will be used only
                              ; if it is forced and enabled.

jbforce = no                  ; Forces the use of a jitterbuffer on the receive side of a SIP
                              ; channel. Defaults to "no".

jbmaxsize = 100               ; Max length of the jitterbuffer in milliseconds.

jbresyncthreshold = 4000      ; Jump in the frame timestamps over which the jitterbuffer is
                              ; resynchronized. Useful to improve the quality of the voice, with
                              ; big jumps in/broken timestamps, usually sent from exotic devices
                              ; and programs. Defaults to 1000.

jbimpl = adaptive             ; Jitterbuffer implementation, used on the receiving side of a SIP
                              ; channel. Two implementations are currently available - "fixed"
                              ; (with size always equals to jbmaxsize) and "adaptive" (with
                              ; variable size, actually the new jb of IAX2). Defaults to fixed.

; jblog = no                  ; Enables jitterbuffer frame logging. Defaults to "no".
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[authentication]
; Global credentials for outbound calls, i.e. when a proxy challenges your
; Asterisk server for authentication. These credentials override
; any credentials in peer/register definition if realm is matched.
;
; This way, Asterisk can authenticate for outbound calls to other
; realms. We match realm on the proxy challenge and pick an set of 
; credentials from this list
; Syntax:
;        auth = <user>:<secret>@<realm>
;        auth = <user>#<md5secret>@<realm>
; Example:
;auth=mark:topsecret@digium.com
; 
; You may also add auth= statements to [peer] definitions 
; Peer auth= override all other authentication settings if we match on realm

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------
; Users and peers have different settings available. Friends have all settings,
; since a friend is both a peer and a user
;
; User config options:        Peer configuration:
; --------------------        -------------------
; context                     context
; callingpres                 callingpres
; permit                      permit
; deny                        deny
; secret                      secret
; md5secret                   md5secret
; dtmfmode                    dtmfmode
; canreinvite                 canreinvite
; nat                         nat
; callgroup                   callgroup
; pickupgroup                 pickupgroup
; language                    language
; allow                       allow
; disallow                    disallow
; insecure                    insecure
; trustrpid                   trustrpid
; progressinband              progressinband
; promiscredir                promiscredir
; useclientcode               useclientcode
; accountcode                 accountcode
; setvar                      setvar
; callerid                    callerid
; amaflags                    amaflags
; call-limit                  call-limit
; allowoverlap                allowoverlap
; allowsubscribe              allowsubscribe
; allowtransfer               allowtransfer
; subscribecontext            subscribecontext
; videosupport                videosupport
; maxcallbitrate              maxcallbitrate
; rfc2833compensate           mailbox
; t38pt_usertpsource          username
;                             template
;                             fromdomain
;                             regexten
;                             fromuser
;                             host
;                             port
;                             qualify
;                             defaultip
;                             rtptimeout
;                             rtpholdtimeout
;                             sendrpid
;                             outboundproxy
;                             rfc2833compensate
;                             t38pt_usertpsource
;                             contactpermit       ; Limit what a host may register as (a neat trick
;                             contactdeny         ; is to register at the same IP as a SIP provider,
;                                                 ; then call oneself, and get redirected to that
;                                                 ; same location).

;[sip_proxy]
; For incoming calls only. Example: FWD (Free World Dialup)
; We match on IP address of the proxy for incoming calls 
; since we can not match on username (caller id)
;type=peer
;context=from-fwd
;host=fwd.pulver.com
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;[sip_proxy-out]
;type=peer                              ; we only want to call out, not be called
;secret=guessit
;username=yourusername                  ; Authentication user for outbound proxies
;fromuser=yourusername                  ; Many SIP providers require this!
;fromdomain=provider.sip.domain        
;host=box.provider.com
;usereqphone=yes                        ; This provider requires ";user=phone" on URI
;call-limit=5                           ; permit only 5 simultaneous outgoing calls to this peer
;outboundproxy=proxy.provider.domain    ; send outbound signaling to this proxy, not to the peer
                                        ; Call-limits will not be enforced on real-time peers,
                                        ; since they are not stored in-memory
;port=80                                ; The port number we want to connect to on the remote side
                                        ; Also used as "defaultport" with "defaultip" settings
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Setting up FastAGI serving

This section is coming soon, in the meantime, VentureVoIP will set up the FastAGI servers for you.

apt-get install -y xinetd

cd /var/lib/asterisk/agi-bin
svn co svn://data.venturevoip.com/trunk/newbill/phpagi-2.14/ .

Username web
No password
chmod +x *.php

nano /etc/xinetd.d/fastagi

# default: on
# description: fastagi is a remote AGI interface
service fastagi
{
        socket_type  = stream
        user         = root
        group        = nobody
        server       = /var/lib/asterisk/agi-bin/phpagi-fastagi.php
        wait         = no
        protocol     = tcp
        bind         = 127.0.0.1
        disable      = no
}

nano /etc/services

Bottom of file

# Local services

fastagi         4573/tcp                        # Asterisk AGI

Setting up Asterisk Manager access

nano /etc/asterisk/manager.conf
change
enabled=no
to
enabled=yes
scroll to bottom
add something like:

[vvxchange]
secret = somereallysecurepass
;deny=0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0
;permit=209.16.236.73/255.255.255.0
writetimeout = 1000
; 
; Authorization for various classes
read = system,call,log,verbose,command,agent,user,config
write = system,call,log,verbose,command,agent,user,config
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Setting up Cron Jobs

This section is coming soon, in the meantime, VentureVoIP will set up the Cron Jobs for you.
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Glossary
Here we provide a few terms which might not be immediately obvious.  If there are any terms we use in this 
document which you don't understand, please don't hesitate to contact VentureVoIP to get these terms 
added to this glossary.

You can find VentureVoIP's contact details in Appendix 3.

CPE: Customer Premises Equipment.  This is a term used to define equipment such as a local PABX which 
is installed on the customer's site.

ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network is a telephone system network. Prior to the ISDN, the phone 
system was viewed as a way to transport voice, with some special services available for data. The key 
feature of the ISDN is that it integrates speech and data on the same lines, adding features that were not 
available in the classic telephone system. There are several kinds of access interfaces to the ISDN defined: 
Basic Rate Interface (BRI), Primary Rate Interface (PRI) and Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN).

PABX: A Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) is a telephone exchange that serves a particular 
business or office, as opposed to one that a common carrier or telephone company operates for many 
businesses or for the general public.

PBX: See PABX.

POTS: Plain Old Telephone System.  This is a term used to describe existing incumbent telephony 
technology. 

PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network.  This is a term used to describe existing incumbent telephony 
technology.
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Appendix 1: Asterisk Applications
        AddQueueMember: Dynamically adds queue members
              ADSIProg: Load Asterisk ADSI Scripts into phone
    AgentCallbackLogin: Call agent callback login
            AgentLogin: Call agent login
  AgentMonitorOutgoing: Record agent's outgoing call
                   AGI: Executes an AGI compliant application
         AlarmReceiver: Provide support for receiving alarm reports from a burglar or fire alarm 
                        panel
                   AMD: Attempts to detect answering machines
                Answer: Answer a channel if ringing
    AppendCDRUserField: Append to the CDR user field
          Authenticate: Authenticate a user
            BackGround: Play an audio file while waiting for digits of an extension to go to.
      BackgroundDetect: Background a file with talk detect
                  Busy: Indicate the Busy condition
         ChangeMonitor: Change monitoring filename of a channel
           ChanIsAvail: Check channel availability
       ChannelRedirect: Redirects given channel to a dialplan target.
               ChanSpy: Listen to a channel, and optionally whisper into it
            Congestion: Indicate the Congestion condition
         ContinueWhile: Restart a While loop
       ControlPlayback: Play a file with fast forward and rewind
             DAHDIScan: Scan Zap channels to monitor calls
              DateTime: Says a specified time in a custom format
                 DBdel: Delete a key from the database
             DBdeltree: Delete a family or keytree from the database
               DeadAGI: Executes AGI on a hungup channel
                  Dial: Place a call and connect to the current channel
               Dictate: Virtual Dictation Machine
             Directory: Provide directory of voicemail extensions
                  DISA: DISA (Direct Inward System Access)
              DumpChan: Dump Info About The Calling Channel
                  EAGI: Executes an EAGI compliant application
                  Echo: Echo audio, video, or DTMF back to the calling party
              EndWhile: End a while loop
                  Exec: Executes dialplan application
                ExecIf: Executes dialplan application, conditionally
            ExecIfTime: Conditional application execution based on the current time
             ExitWhile: End a While loop
              ExtenSpy: Listen to a channel, and optionally whisper into it
           ExternalIVR: Interfaces with an external IVR application
              Festival: Say text to the user
                 Flash: Flashes a DAHDI trunk
              FollowMe: Find-Me/Follow-Me application
               ForkCDR: Forks the Call Data Record
              GetCPEID: Get ADSI CPE ID
                 Gosub: Jump to label, saving return address
               GosubIf: Conditionally jump to label, saving return address
                  Goto: Jump to a particular priority, extension, or context
                GotoIf: Conditional goto
            GotoIfTime: Conditional Goto based on the current time
                Hangup: Hang up the calling channel
       HasNewVoicemail: Conditionally branches to priority + 101 with the right options set
          HasVoicemail: Conditionally branches to priority + 101 with the right options set
         IAX2Provision: Provision a calling IAXy with a given template
                  ICES: Encode and stream using 'ices'
             ImportVar: Import a variable from a channel into a new variable
            JabberSend: JabberSend(jabber,screenname,message)
          JabberStatus: JabberStatus(Jabber,ScreenName,Variable)
                   Log: Send arbitrary text to a selected log level
       LookupBlacklist: Look up Caller*ID name/number from blacklist database
         LookupCIDName: Look up CallerID Name from local database
                 Macro: Macro Implementation
        MacroExclusive: Exclusive Macro Implementation
             MacroExit: Exit From Macro
               MacroIf: Conditional Macro Implementation
         MailboxExists: Check to see if Voicemail mailbox exists
                MeetMe: MeetMe conference bridge
           MeetMeAdmin: MeetMe conference Administration
           MeetMeCount: MeetMe participant count
             Milliwatt: Generate a Constant 1004Hz tone at 0dbm (mu-law)
            MixMonitor: Record a call and mix the audio during the recording
               Monitor: Monitor a channel
             Morsecode: Plays morse code
             MP3Player: Play an MP3 file or stream
           MusicOnHold: Play Music On Hold indefinitely
                 MYSQL: Do several mySQLy things
                NBScat: Play an NBS local stream
                 NoCDR: Tell Asterisk to not maintain a CDR for the current call
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                  NoOp: Do Nothing
                  Page: Pages phones
                  Park: Park yourself
       ParkAndAnnounce: Park and Announce
            ParkedCall: Answer a parked call
          PauseMonitor: Pause monitoring of a channel
      PauseQueueMember: Pauses a queue member
                Pickup: Directed Call Pickup
              Playback: Play a file
             PlayTones: Play a tone list
        PrivacyManager: Require phone number to be entered, if no CallerID sent
              Progress: Indicate progress
                 Queue: Queue a call for a call queue
              QueueLog: Writes to the queue_log
                Random: Conditionally branches, based upon a probability
                  Read: Read a variable
              ReadFile: ReadFile(varname=file,length)
              RealTime: Realtime Data Lookup
        RealTimeUpdate: Realtime Data Rewrite
                Record: Record to a file
     RemoveQueueMember: Dynamically removes queue members
              ResetCDR: Resets the Call Data Record
             RetryDial: Place a call, retrying on failure allowing optional exit extension.
                Return: Return from gosub routine
               Ringing: Indicate ringing tone
              SayAlpha: Say Alpha
             SayDigits: Say Digits
             SayNumber: Say Number
           SayPhonetic: Say Phonetic
           SayUnixTime: Says a specified time in a custom format
              SendDTMF: Sends arbitrary DTMF digits
             SendImage: Send an image file
              SendText: Send a Text Message
               SendURL: Send a URL
                   Set: Set channel variable(s) or function value(s)
           SetAMAFlags: Set the AMA Flags
           SetCallerID: Set CallerID
         SetCallerPres: Set CallerID Presentation
       SetCDRUserField: Set the CDR user field
          SetGlobalVar: Set a global variable to a given value
        SetMusicOnHold: Set default Music On Hold class
 SetTransferCapability: Set ISDN Transfer Capability
          SIPAddHeader: Add a SIP header to the outbound call
           SIPDtmfMode: Change the dtmfmode for a SIP call
            SLAStation: Shared Line Appearance Station
              SLATrunk: Shared Line Appearance Trunk
                   SMS: Communicates with SMS service centres and SMS capable analogue phones
            SoftHangup: Soft Hangup Application
 SpeechActivateGrammar: Activate a Grammar
      SpeechBackground: Play a sound file and wait for speech to be recognized
          SpeechCreate: Create a Speech Structure
SpeechDeactivateGrammar: Deactivate a Grammar
         SpeechDestroy: End speech recognition
     SpeechLoadGrammar: Load a Grammar
 SpeechProcessingSound: Change background processing sound
           SpeechStart: Start recognizing voice in the audio stream
   SpeechUnloadGrammar: Unload a Grammar
              StackPop: Remove one address from gosub stack
      StartMusicOnHold: Play Music On Hold
        StopMixMonitor: Stop recording a call through MixMonitor
           StopMonitor: Stop monitoring a channel
       StopMusicOnHold: Stop Playing Music On Hold
         StopPlayTones: Stop playing a tone list
                System: Execute a system command
            TestClient: Execute Interface Test Client
            TestServer: Execute Interface Test Server
              Transfer: Transfer caller to remote extension
               TryExec: Executes dialplan application, always returning
             TrySystem: Try executing a system command
        UnpauseMonitor: Unpause monitoring of a channel
    UnpauseQueueMember: Unpauses a queue member
             UserEvent: Send an arbitrary event to the manager interface
               Verbose: Send arbitrary text to verbose output
        VMAuthenticate: Authenticate with Voicemail passwords
             VoiceMail: Leave a Voicemail message
         VoiceMailMain: Check Voicemail messages
                  Wait: Waits for some time
             WaitExten: Waits for an extension to be entered
           WaitForRing: Wait for Ring Application
        WaitForSilence: Waits for a specified amount of silence
       WaitMusicOnHold: Wait, playing Music On Hold
                 While: Start a while loop
            Zapateller: Block telemarketers with SIT
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              ZapBarge: Barge in (monitor) Zap channel
                ZapRAS: Executes Zaptel ISDN RAS application
               ZapScan: Scan Zap channels to monitor calls
 ZapSendKeypadFacility: Send digits out of band over a PRI
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Appendix 2: Troubleshooting
While we you really shouldn't experience any problems, here's a few tips to get you through things.

Calls not going out

It may be that one of your top providers is accepting your call, but not actually connecting the calls.  As far as 
your exchange side is concerned, the call has been answered, but really it hasn't.

If this happens, the best thing to do is to disable the provider.  Once they have sorted out the problem you 
can re-enable them.  If this happens more than once or with any regularity, you probably want to think about 
getting rid of this provider, or at least changing the weights for the destinations they provide so that they are 
rarely used.
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Appendix 3: Contacting VentureVoIP
Depending on your needs there are several ways to contact VentureVoIP.

Sales Enquiries: sales@venturevoip.com
Sales Phone Calls: +64 3 474 2110
Support Requests: support@venturevoip.com
Support Phone Calls: +64 3 474 2112
Website: http://www.venturevoip.com
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Appendix 4: Optimising MySQL Configuration
The easiest way to optimise a MySQL installation (and set it up in the optimal way for your servers) is to use 
the tuning-primer.sh script.

This is freely available and can be downloaded and run by typing:

apt-get install -y bc
wget http://www.day32.com/MySQL/tuning-primer.sh
chmod +x ./tuning-primer.sh
./tuning-primer.sh

This script will present you with a list of recommendations.  Bear in mind that this script is designed for 
machine which only run MySQL, so you can't give MySQL as much RAM as it would really like to have.

If you have any questions regarding the usage of this script, give us a yell over at VentureVoIP.
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